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she drank, the carbolic acid and her
taining to the sugar Industry, the
this room throughout this investiI relatives are of the opinion that she
letter added.
A
took it. by mistake. Mips Taylor was
gation?"
It stated further that 30,000 copies
"I could not say as to that," anin excellent health and spirits at sup
of spaecheB by Representative Morswered Belk.
per time last night, though she had
gan, 30,000 by Representative Pickett
TO
know that your men
"Don't
you
been
feeling downcast during the day
of Iowa, and 80,000 by Representative
have been hired to shadofv gentlebne ate a nearty supper at about fi
Martin were being sent out.
men connected with the
o'clock.
It was about 7:45 o'clock
A telegram from Hamlin to F. A.
was found in a dying conshe
that
said:
Kansas
Gillespie, Garden City,
"I could not say as 10 that, Bdition.
,
"Write me fully wha.t you know
ecause that is not my line of work."
Mrs. Taylor, the girl's mother, has
about your new congressman."
This precipitated an argument be- J. P. S. P. OFFICIALS SAID TO been In
Koehler, N. M for several FRANK H. HILL, WHO PASSED
Another unsigned letter dated May LAWYER ASKS IF ARMED GUARDS tween
in which Attorney
counsel,
BAD PAPER, IS RUN DOWN
HAVE BEEN APPROACHED
ARE NOT SITTING IN WEST
weeks, visiting her daughter, Mrs. J.
2, 1912, addressed to Sidney Ballou
Knight denied vigorously that detecR. Ortega, Petrita and her father
AT OJITA YESTERDAY.
BY
VIRGINIA COURT ROOM.
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rter absence,
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Besides her father and mother the HE
national
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fection with the
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The republican party will of necessity
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decision over Jck White of Chicago
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here last night at the end of their
J. R. Ortega of Koehler. Mr. and
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bout.
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more
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and have many friends here.
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be handled subject to our approval
had
and
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than
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Charleston, W. Va., June 18. The the harder punch, but Dundee out
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charged with forgery, was brought to
investigating
classed him in science and quickness.
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Washington, June 18. More letters
and telegrams from the private files
of the mea at the head of the anti-fre- e
sugar fight began going into the
record of the senate lobby investigating "committee when it resumed work
today. From the large number of letters and telegrams which the committee had summarily subpoenaed from
beet sugar headquarters, only a small
portion had been read into the records
when the committee adjourned last

JOB

i

n

d

!.!!;

night.

copies introduced referred to a widespread campaign headed
by Clarence C. Hamlin of Colorado
Springs, to gain publicity for the beet
sugar arguments through newspapers,
news agencies and with the assistance of the great railroads and agricultural colleges.
Many men of national prominence mentioned in the
correspondence undoubtedly will be
summoned to testify.
The committee was confronted at
the outset of today's session with a
formal objection from Henry T.
of the American Beet Sugar company, and Trueman G. Palmer, head
of the Washington offices of the sug-ar- i
nterests, against the reading of any
more correspondence addessed to or
from them and dated prior to the beginning of the present session of congress.
John' W. Yerkes, an attorney, who
said he represented the two sugar
men, broke Into the proceedings when
a letter from Oxnard to Palmer, dated In 1906, was read by Chairman
Overman. Yerkes contended the committee was limited by the senate resolution to the Investigation of matters
affecting legislation pending before
the present congress. The committee
took the objection under consideration and temporarily laid aside a
number of other letters that come
within the class objected to.
Tho particular letter wheh brought
the intervention of the attorney said
In part:
"I have a letter from Mr. Morey, in
which he says that Mr. Cove will go
around trying to educate congressmen. Will you please give Mr. Oov
any statistics you have."
Harry Austin,, cleric in the offices of
Mr. Palmer, identified the letter as
being in Oxnard's handwriting. Morey was president of the Great West
em Sugar company.
Mr. Oxnard and Mr. Palmer toot
steps also to have the senate askel
to restrain the lobby committee from
examining their private correspon
dence dated pior to the present session. It is said that a resolution to
that effect would be introduced.
Meanwhile the committee worked cti.
Copies of the beet sugar articles
sent to thousands of small newspapers in 16 states west of the Mississippi' river and in Pennsiyvania, Indi
ana, Illinois and Ohio and southern
states were produced from the sugar
men's files." They predicted that danger to the different localities would
follow free sugar.
The character of the publicity by
the beet sugar men was outlined in
some of the unsigned letters in the
Hamlin correspondence addressed to
Sidney Ballou, one of the active figures in the Hawaiian sugar organization. It said the beet sugar men had
made a contract with the Press Service company at $2,500 a month for
publicity.
"They guarantee the publication of
50,000 lines a month of matter perSeventy-od- d
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and Publications, all Threads and ail
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particularly for use in its subways.
The reason for this expert opinion is
Shoes
The Greatest Money Saving Opportunity of the Season
Shoes
based on the belief that even with the
completion of the proposed extensions
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acity in another ten years. To serve
traffic
produced
the great congested
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broadening the trackage is, prohibitEstablished 1862
South SideVlaa
ively expensive because of the enorreal estate values. a
mous downtown
In other words. New York's street
cars will have to do what its build-- ;
insrs have done: that is, become 'sky--!
it is possible that some striking
car served hy and independent bodieB. They regard cording to the policy, of the port as
scrapers. A three-tie- r
a
phase of the exposition as a whole
three levels or platforms below the the prosecutor as the surest vote get- formulated by the government of the
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THE SAN world's exposition.
be constructed with the end and cen- was eager to endorse him, a republi- ginal railway at an estimated cost of MANAGEMENT
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Perhaps a name will be suggested
ter doors the same as used on the or- can, for district attorney, to keep him $7,500,000. The trunk 'line railroads
ALL
IN
out
A
race.
the
the marvelous illumination of the
Of
course
now.
of
COMPETITION.
an
to
have
by
cars
mayor's
Drawings
subway
agreed
organize
operating
dinary
exposition. At night the concessions
and specifications of cars containing the complexion of affairs may change company to furnish the operating
Who will suggest the name by center will be. a land of enchantment.
more doors than these were submitted before the campaign is on in full blast, stock and perform all service and to
All suggestions bhouia be addressed
to the public service commission by a but, just at present there seems to be guarantee the city an annual rental of which the concessions and amuseto Mr. Frank Burt, director of conspecial consulting engineer five years little doubt that these two candidates 5.4 per cent on the cost, not to exceed ment center will be known at the
Panama-Pacific
international exposi- cessions and admissions, 501 Expo8?0 and their adoption recommended, will meet as opponents In a struggle $7,500,000. This would make this insition building, Pine and Battery
and exempt tion at San Francisco?
in the specifications it was pointed that will be noteworthy even in Nev vestment
'"
streets, San Francisco.
anot
us-The
director
has
it from the debt limit.
con'essions
!.it that the multiple door cars are
Yorltj.
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that
the
person
Move
Must
Rialto
suggests
and
that
successfully in the west
To Honor First Mayor
POSITIVE
lithoname
will receive a
PROOF
the best
That New York's Rialto, as the disby means pf an ingenious electrical
After being neglected for more than graphed portrait season pass to the Should Convince the Greatest Skeptic
attachment the motorman receives the trict frequented by theatrical people,
be
in East Las Vegas
.l
to start the instant every door particularly those out of employment two hundred years the grave of New exposition. The suggestions will
hi
Because it's ' the evidence of an
filed in order that they are received
move
must
is
from
not
before.
and
Thomas
closed
York's
first
shortly
known,
train
is
Willett,
the
of.
mayor,
street just aa it was is to have a fitting memorial as soon by the exposition an I if more than East Laa Vegas citizen.
will make Forty-seconAd- - t;ng this attachment
one person, suggests the selected
Testimony easily investigated.
cafe the entire three decks or 'stories forced to move up from Union Square as the details of the plan looking to
.
the one first heard from will
name
The strongest eneWsemejnt of
of tu nroposed car. Not until all are further downtown some twenty years
wa::
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this end can
-.
ifcceivfi the pass. The contest will merit.
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proof.
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start, thus insuring safety at this by many merchants and shopkeepers only by
The concessions district at the ex. .
H. Closson, prop. Closson House,
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loiterers
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transit.
Broadway
very important Stage
mar- 408
so
will
so
be
unique,
position
N.
Grand Ave., East Las Vegas,
addition to their other advantages It and sunbathers who bask in front, of forth the fact that Willett's grave on
velous, and1 so diverse in its attrac- M., says: "Some years ago while opI pointed out that the cost of operat- shop windows.
They object to having Long Island is marked by small and
slate on which the tions that it offers the widest pos- erating a saw mill, I fell and strained
ing a triple decker train will be much the sun bathing done in front of their decayed pieces of
sible range for the imagination. Bee
lew
shop windows where customers might letters were growing more and more tween ten million and twelve mil- my back. From that time on, I had
than that of operating three
On the headstone the letpains across my kidneys. The attacks
trains on three separate levels. come to gaze. In fact they have found illegible.
lion dollars will be spent in the in"1674.
ters
RiHere
read:
body
the
of
ye
steadily got worse. If I worked hard
traditional
the
lyes
York's
New
that
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that
Airo 'ether it appears
stallation of the concessions, which or
'
out of a job" as the com- - of Thomas Willett, Esq., who died
brought any strain on my back, I
alto,
('actors
xay litis
L
buildls$.jwill
will be the moet costly and elaborate
was troubled more severely. Tf I took
Vpr- - motr fthrase of
short iv have, tov. bceln to
runs, are August 4, in 64th yr. of his age." The that have ever been
description
at
any
presented
."
(
not thp best patretis of the stores. As real story is on the footstone, where
it settled on my kidneys and the
.,
i;c:;!;y instead W laterally.
of the world's universal expositions. cold,
was
"Who
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a
move
result was that I could hardly get un
ran:
the
matter
first
of breaking
in the
Hot Mayoralty Fight Expected
inscription
will
concessions
center
the
Through
That Now York is likely to see one up the present rendezvous of the curb- first mayor of New York and twice run a great boulevard three thousand or down. I tried plasters, but they
A
me little benefit. Liniments
committee feet in
of the hottest political fights in its stone fellowship, Police Commission- did sustain ye place."
D. L.
length and at either side of brought
history next fall when the mayoralty er Waldo will be called upon to bring now has arrangements in charge for the boulevard will be grouped the failed to help me. I saw and heard
race is on Is becoming apparent even police clubs into action. The clubs, the future care of the grave which marvelous series of concessions that so much in praise of Doan's Kidney
at this early date. At present the according to the proposed plan, will will be marked by a great boulder. will amaze and
mystify the world. Pills that I decided to invest 50 cents
two chief figures on the horizon are merely do a little persistent prodding. That Mr. Willett was at) active citi- In the center of the length ot this in a box. By the time I had finished
have had to take only one box since.
A Worker Appreciates This v ,
enemy If that should fail and the Rialto re- zen is evidenced by the records which street will be the great Plaza of half the contents, I could see a great I
Mayor G.tynor, a
willingly confirm the endorsements
a
term
of
is
of
he
his
at
show
Wm.
even
that
the
all
end
tain
of Tamrrany Hall,
its wealth of curbstone
though
Morris, a resident of Florence,.
Wonders, the glory spot of the night improvement and in a short time the I have given before.".
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a
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alderman,
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made
was
the
of
From
year
Attorney
Oregon,
life
democrat,
the pain
says: "For the last fourteen
removed. The action of my
exposition.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 years my kidneys and bladder Incapatman, a republican. Already many in- upon the police commissioner for some the next year, 1667, was elected may- center of the piaza will rise the lofti- kidneys was regulated, too. If I take
me for all work.' About eight,
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, citated
teresting angles are developing. May- arrests. "It's simply awful," said a or again, this plan of rotation in of- est flag pole in the world, 246 feet cold, it sometimes affects my back Cents.
months
ago I began using Foley Kidor Oaytior has steadfastly defended hat dealer in the district, "how many fice being a feature of the charter. high and donated 'by the citizens of and kidneys and the same is true if New York, sole agents lor the United ney Pills,
and they have done what
Records
the police force as a whole ami stood men on Broadway have no other occu- The very recently published
I strain myself. I have had but little States.
Astoria, Oregon.
other medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend FoAs one passes along tne street he trouble, however, since I
the head of the force, while pation than that of swinging a cane, of Nieu Amsterdam show that from
used Doan's
Remember the name Doan's and
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
f sell hats to women, and it is getting 1644 until 1671 he was prominent in will see reproduced Ecenes along the Kidney Pills several
Whitman has made a country-widyears ago and I take no other. Adv.
Red Cross Drug Store.
faa
that
become
have
Panama
canal
the
busy
name as a result of his exposure of so that my best customers assure me all the affairs of
city
the police rraft. the "system" and hi that it is a real trial for them to run merchant, councillor, commissioner of miliar to everybody. Perhaps, as at
conviction of (he men hi
and og- admiralty, interpreter for both Indians Chicago, the concessions district will
up. Nev- the gauntlet of
'4.1.
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er was the opportunity better from ling men. I have lost customers be- and Dutch, as well as being arbitrator take the name of the boulevard run'
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Or
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a
again
through
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ranees
cause
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for
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had
have
nppen
peacemaker.
partisan
present
gauntlet they
Campaign. Men in the mayor's confi- to run. And I can't stand it any longdence, it. is reported, say he has sev- er." And so it looks as if the near
eral scores to settle with the district Booths and near. Barretts who are
attorney and that he will be glad to "temporarily idle" will have to hunt
I
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
O. G. SCHAEFER
have a heated political campaign af some other congregating locality.
ford him the onportuuUy. District
Great Terminal is Proposed
Plans are now under way here to
Attorney Whitman's friends expect.
R
that he will be nominated for mayor provide New York with the greatest
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
by the republicans, the progressives freight terminal and transfer station
$100,000.00
in the country. As now outlined, and
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the possibility of curing reach
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$15,000,000.
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Mion.
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In what we wtsert.
able
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J. M. Cunningham. President
er, be municipally operated but leased
D. T. Hoskius, Cashibr.
' If m-- iinecra
were afflicted with Tuberculosis,
,in,utd do precisely what we ask instead to the great trunk lines which
Frank Springer,
B. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash.
f.iii. rs to do take Eckman't Alterative
jiiomptly and faithfully. The reason we it will serve. This terminal which it
should ila this ami warrant we have is
planned to locate on the BrooWyn
to take
EC
all Consumptives
the
for ssUng
It, Is that we have the reports of many
water
front will be a great, clearing
recoveries, one of which follows:
jr.19 Stisqiietinnna Ave., Thiia., Pa.
house for the traffic of the city. It
Psvid
"Gentlemen: For two years I was afflicted with hemorrhages of the lungs, will not be merely a point of transfer
the number totaled nearly one hundred. for freight from one road to another,
another
Our filthily physician advised
climate, as to remain would probably be but between railroads and steamships.
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a severe
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attack of pneumonia.
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you use a
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which no medicine I had taken could
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plight attacks of pneumonia and I have
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resorted to no other medicine to effect
cure.
matter in charge Will include not only
,
OiCitc With the San Mirjuel National Bank
"1 am at present In excellent health and
a railway for the transfer of freight
fenl that as long as I can obtain
Alterative, I have tin fear of
Furnished with I, 2, 3 and 4 burners, with shelf
but also the extensive development of
I cannot speak too highly for
racks for keeping food hot, and indicator on 'oil tank
fm-irooil it baa done."
a comprehensive marine terminal in
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
A suit filed the other day against
the Broadway-.ParRace company,
which operates the Woolworth building, brought to light a rather Interesting state of affairs. It appears
Place comthat the Broadway-Parhad
the
pany
monopoly of furgiven
nishing drinking water to the tenants of the Woolworth building to a
certain mineral spring company and
had granted to that company the exclusive right of using the elevators
in the building for carrying the large
bottles filled with spring water to
the upper floors. Some of the tenants, however, preferred other spring
water than that furnlsned by the
company having the monopoly in the
building, and made their arrangements with other companies furnishing spring water. But the employes
of these companies were not permit
ted to take the bottle with water to
the upper floors by means of the
lifts and to be able to make' their
deliveries, were forced to carry the
heavy bottles up stairs, in some cases
from thirty to thirty-seveflights.
Now these tenants and the companies with whom they have contracted
for spring water nave begun a suit
to compel the management of the
building to grant to the Independent
spring water companies the same
rights for using the lifts as have
been granted to the company holding
,
the monopoly.
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LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
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day, May 1. I went to the
day to find1 my check was

school tosent back
to the paymaster's office. I was told
to write to you and you would send
me a receipt to sign which I believe
I have to return before you send
check. Trusting this will meet with
your approval and will receive a
."
quick reply, I remain, .sincerely,

New York, June IS. The municipal household of the city of New
York is a big thing and the financial
transactions which it involves are
of a magnitude which puis in the
shade the fiscal transactions of many
a kingdom or principality. During
the last week of May, for instance,
the city's temporary debt was
creased by nearly $25,000,000 through
the funding and liquidating activity
The summer season has begun and
carried on. by the sinking fund trustees. The cash balance on hand was with it have come various tribulations
Increased by nearly $3,000,000 and, that usually accompany it, like bathon the last day of the month reach- ing accidents, open cars with their
"end-sea- t
ed the respectable amount of
hogs" and tneip youthful
rowdies and a long list of other undesirable things. The street car
Qute recently a number of ex- companies and the police authorities
perts made a thorough investigation of the city, have made an early start
of the school system or New York this year in suppressing rowdyism in
city and each one of the investigators street cars and on subway trains
submitted a ; lengthy report on his and a considerable number of young
findings, Including various sugges- rowdies have been arrested. But the
t
and
tions concerning the best means of
hog still flourishes
remedying certain defects found by neither ridicule nor scathing conthe Investigator, strange to say the tempt seem to be aDle to penetrate
Investigators confined themselves ex- the callous skin of that ubiquitous
clusively to the study of the methods, animal. Mayor Gaynor has suggestwithout making any effort to asce- ed the passage of an ordinance which
rtain whether ,the teachers employed would make the refusal of the end-seIn the public schools were capable
hog to "move up" a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not more
enough to fil'i their positions.
Another ' committee, while investi- than $100, but the board of aldermen
gating the complaints that instruct- merely laughed down the suggestion.
ors and principals In New York city Such an ordinance would undoubtedschools did not get their pay prompt- ly be an excellent thing if it were
ly, unearthed a number of letters possible to enforce it, but that would
written by teachers, which throw a be practically Impossible. Under the
glaring light upon the Incompetency circumstances it is quite likely, theret
of at least some of the teachers. One fore, that the
hog will continue to make itself a public nuisance
of these letters was as follows:
all through the summer season, as in
"Dear Sir: I am a teacher at
school. I was not at school yester former seasons.
end-sea-

end-sea-

mm

An investigation conducted by the
National Highway Protective association has led to the startling discovery
that hundreds of automobile licenses
in this city have been obtained under false names. This has undoubtedly been done to prevent identification in case of accident, or If the
car is used for some crooked and illegal purpose. Secretary May of tne
association, intends to prosecute all
persons he could find who had taken
out licenses under fraudulent names
and addresses, and would see to it
that all such licenses would be re--
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working at the Lamy camp and as
they were all honor men, there were
no armed guards,
State Bonds Sold Yesterday

Rubbed and Scratched. Would Cry
and Fret, Used Cuticura Soap
Yesterday was the date set for the
opening of bids on the $200,100 worth
and Ointment. Face Got Weil.
of state highway bonds, the issuance
of which was authorized at the last
632 N. Sth St.,
Hauto, Ind.
"My
little nephow, a )oy of four years, had a legislature, and which were ordered
breaking out on his face. It was little rod so issued by the state highway comspots at tirst then ho would mission.
Only one bid was made yesrub and scratch and water
for
these bonds before the state
blisters would form and terday
wherever the water would loan commissioners. The law provides
run another would come that these
.four cent bonds must be
until his face was covered
with them. Ha wnuM m sold for not less than par value, but
.and fret. His mother got the one bid made was for only 77
some medicine, but it did cents on
the dollar, and the sale was,
not do any good. Ha would
therefore,
scream and cry and say It
postponed until July 2, unhurt. We hardly knew him, der authority given by the statute.
his little face was all red The board of loan commissioners ac
spots and blisters.
So I
& Kelly, of
bcKCed him to lpfr. m
ri,f. cepted the bid of Kelly
some Cuticura Ointment on them. The Kansas City, for $179,000 state bonds
next morning I made a strong soap suds at 5
per cent, the bidders aiso offerwith Cuticura Soap and washed his face in
to
ing
pay the expenses to prepare the
suds.
warm
the
The little blisters burst by
pressing the cloth on them. After I had bonds and paying $1,000 premium for
his faco washed, I put the Cuticura
rt
the same. These bonds are to replace
on and in a short time his little faco
teritorial bonds, the greater part of
was all red and dry. I kept using tho Cuticura Soap and putting on the Cuticura which bear fi per cent interest.
Oint-me-

Ointment and Ills faco got well and It did
not leave a scar. He was entirely cured in
about one week and a half." (Signed) Mrs.
Arthur Haworth. Jan. 10, 1012.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
all else has fallod, Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere. Sample of each

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
It is prompt and effective.
persons.
It conies in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for Foopiates.
O.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
G. Schaefer and - Red Cross
Drug

mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
rTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shavin1" Eticlt, 26c bainpte tree.

Store.

voked.
The obtaining of such 'licenses under fraud is a misdemeanor
and punishable by a heavy fine and
revocation of the license.

It must

seem exceedingly funny to
foreigners when they read that the
Columbia university of New York
city refused' a degree, to a student
who had passed his examination with
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NEWS

TvThere's more real enjoyment?
a comfortable chair,
The
y V

shady home-porca good cigar or pipe, a congenial friend, and
a cool, refreshing bottle of
h,

Every Week, 3,000,000 Bottles
'That

Hundreds of visitors every day go through
with guides to inspect this immaculate in-

the output of Budweiser.
The Anheuser - Busch main plant and
branches fjive employment to 7,500 people.
The main plant covers 142 acres, equal to
70 city blocks. There are 110 separate
buildings a city in themselves.
Is

stitution.
One cannot see it without the conviction that quality is an Anheuser - Busch
rule.

"

No person need hesitate to take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley

credit, simply because he did not
know how to swim. This decision of
imm the university authorities, which Is
strictly in conformity with the rules
of that institution, opens a number
of interesting pertinent questions. Do
students attend university to acquire
an education and a certain amount
of learning or to learn how to swim,
play baseball and football? If the
argument is used that the ability to
swim is a necessary accomplishment
which the university has a right to
make a condition to be fulfilled by
those who wish to obtain a degree,
would it not be pertinent to ask why
the univerai'T authorities have sine-lout swimming
why not dan:-ing- ,
football playing, rowing,
or tight rope walking? Of
course, nobody will dispute that the
ability to swwini is desirable, but
there are hundreds of thousands of
men, young and old, who do not know
how to swim, yet are fully capable
to do their life' work creditably. The
requirement that a student, before
obtaining his degree must prove his
ability to swim a certain number of
yards, seems absurdly arbitrary and
sewill, no doubt, be ridiculed and
of
the
verely' criticised iu all parts
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and a half for abduction, and if captured now will have to serve his maximum sentence with no good time allowances.
There are fifteen convicts

FACE ALL RED SPOTS

k

STRA

JUNE 18, 1913.

Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for. kidney and bladder ailments and
Irregularities. They do not contain
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
0. Schaefer and Red Cobs Drug Store
&

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of

impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c.
good healthy condition.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

KILLED UNDER OWN PLOW
Russell,
June IS. Word
Kan.,
reahes this city' of the death of Geo.
Blehm, a farmer about 40 years of
age, which resulted from injuries he
received in a runaway.
Blehm was
plowing, using five horses. The plow

struck a large stone which was

hid-

den under 'the surface' of the ground,
The animals
breaking a single-tree- .
became frightened and ran. The driver was thrown under the plow and
was badly cut in vital parts. Three
doctors were called, but they announced immediately that nothing could be
done for the injured man. He lingered 24 hours, the most of the time
suffering great agony. He is 'survived by a wife, who is a daughter of
Adam Dietz, Sr., of this county.

globe.
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"1 wonder how your grantl;i.j,f.
felt about it?" I mused.
Wife Did the Proposing
"I asked one of them," replied

Santa Ft', N". M., June 18. State
Fnsrineer J A. French lias approved
the application No. 715, of the Chino
Copper company, for storage water for
a reservoir on Whitewater arroyo, in
Grant county, near Santa Rita. The
maximum capacity of the reservoir
will be 1,951.0 acre feet.
'
Notaries Commissioned
The following notaries have been
commissioned by the governor: Lawrence M. Burnette, Albuquerque; C.
D. Wella, Clovis;
Newton C. Wght,
Greenville, J. Benson N ewell, Albuquerque; John E. Priest, Anthony,
Dona Ana county; Ancieto Bustamea-te- ,
Pecos, San Miguel county.
Captain Erogan Resigns
The resignation of Captain William
F. Brogan, regimental staff officer,
which was tendered to Adjutant General Brookes sbme time last month,
has been accepted and the adjutant
SeliT-mageneral has appointed James L.
to fill vacancy. Captain Brogan
regretted his resignation, which was
due to ill health.
Convice Escapes
Itomulo Estai'bo, convict No. 31 2G,
who had been working on the honor
sang at the Lamy road ramp, violated
his pledge to the prison authorities
last night and left for parts unknown.
Kstarao is a Mexican, 23 years of age,
with black nair ana eyes, weighs
nhout 17"), is five feet, ten Inches high.
Warden
and very dark- compli'Mon.
MeManus is today sending out notices
to the peace officers ot the stale offprint $25 for the capture of the escaped man. The prisoner was sent
np from Eddy county February 4th.
191", to serve from a year to a year
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No Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the

genuine Foley Kidney. Pills could have
Neb
rid J. F. Wailich,
He says:
"I was
kidney trouble.
bothered with backaene. and the nam
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they U''.l the
work and I am rw (i.tnely i i
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer end
Red Vross Drug Store.
Bji-ilc:-

LABORER'S
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ARM CKUy.'.ZZ.

Albuquerque, N. M., June IS. un
his way back to work in the Santa D'e
yards this afternoon, Porfirio l.opez
.
attempted to crawl oer the
'
A
between two c?r.
bumped into the string of cars and
ti
wheels'
Lopez was knocked
His right arm was ten1'!
:
from
,.
the shouU r
mrrj
'
Erothers' ambblaLr: c
Ct.
,.
.
juxed man to t"
,
' .! '
vtl.ero the r "i
i
I
shoulder
m!m
II' H a

Ion

uu-lf-

i

ri

s
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Gillette.
"One day when my gr:i;;draottier
and I were quite alone. I said: 'Now,
dear, tell me truly just exactly how
you felt when my grandfather told
you that he wanted - to take oi'acf
wives.' My grandmother was a first
VIOLA GILLETTE RELATES INCI- wife. Slie looked me
squarely In tha
DENTS OF THE LATTER DAY
eye and answered:
'I wa-.o conSAINT'S CAREER
vinced that it was absolutely right for
my husband to marry several times
"As a Woman I feel that polygamy that I
myself did the proposing for
is intolerably unfair and unjust to my him in the case
of other vives, aai
sex, and ever since I've been able to made all the domestic
arrangement-think for myself I've known that. I,
"I looked at my grandmother," rulfor one, could never stand for it. But ed th
granddaughter, "and said, "Is
feminine prejudice aside, the system it
possible that you and 1 are of ilia
is absolutely impracticable because it same flesh.
assumes as a starting point the comThat was one side of it. On the
plete extinction of ail human selfish- other hand, I know my mother would
ness and human cruelty."
have been absolutely wretched if my
That's a Mormon woman's honest father had taken another wife,
though
analysis of plural marriage. She Is plural mariages were still performed
Miss Viola Gillette, who plays the ti- n their
Father never could
youth.
tle role In "Iolanthe." She was born stay out late without
mother, putting
and brought up in the shadow of the him through a regular catechism when
great temple at Salt Lake City. Her he returned. I remember hearing
grandfathers were personal followers him tell her he knew with her temof Brigham Young, and one of them,
perament it would be unwise for liira
Orson Pratt, was the first man to enter to contract other domestic'
obligations
Salt Iake Valley. An uncle, Ben Rich, and he had no, intention of such a
Is In charge of the Mormon missionthing, so she needn't worry.
ary headquarters in Kansas City.
"One of my uncles was very much
Although Miss Giljette is a member in love with his wife and didn't want
of the Mormon church, and the most anybody else. But she was so
religcordial rejations exist between her ious she insisted on his
raising two
and her people, Fhe discusses their families to the glory of God. He reearly theory of domesticity with re fused until she propesed to a youns
markable detachment
and a keen woman in his behalf and
actually built
sense of humor. She opened the con and furnished a house for No. 2. Then
versation by hummiing that bit of he
yielded. But about 2 o'clock in
"Pinafore," about
the morning after the wedding he
His sisters and his cousins and his heard a great thumping on the door
aunts,
of his new house, and when he anAnd his sisters and his cousins swered there was my
aunt, crying,
whom he reckoned up by doz 'John! John! Come home! I
thought
ens.
I could stand it, but I can't!"
And his aunts!
.'A man is supposed always to conHas Ninety-thre- e
Aunts and Uncles sult his first wife in
choosing the oth
"More truth than poetry in that for ers,
and, If she seriously objected, to
me!" she laughed. "You see, on one refrain from other unions. Of
course,
side of the family I have fifty-tw- o
there were those who didn't live up
aunts and uncles. And on the other to this ideal."
uncles and
side I have forty-onGirls Have Right to Refuse
aunts. And as for cousins, I never
"But how about the girls?" I asked.
nad time enough to count 'em!
"Were they allowed to refuse to be"I had an invitation a few months come second or third
wives, if they
ago to attend a reunion of my moth- were
unwilling?"
er's family, the Riches. There were
"Certainly. I knew of a Mormon eidWe couldn't er who went to a
only fifteen thousand.
you23 girl and t.aid
find a building to hold us and had to
that In a dream lie had ueen himself
meet on the shores of the Great Bear united to
her, and he hopcj eV: t,o,
Lake in Idaho. And these were just
recognize the omen. She Bald, 'No v,
the relatives on my mother's side.
t
.elder, pleasa p.t tavern, and If I
When I play in Salt Lake City I giie
you, which I haven't done yet:
two special matinees for my relatives I'll
accept your offer.
and even then they can't all hear me."
"I am absolutely certain L t fp
"Good gracious!" I gasped. It was cordaace with fi.3 law of tho I
i
not a particularly brilliant remark,
plural mariages are being contracted
but what can you expect from a per among the Mormons now, eliiotis'i
son who has only one uncle, one aunt
you could hardly expect the cider men
and one cousin to her name. There's to
desert women who had been faithroom for my close relatives ih, one ful to them for
years, rnd whom they
small birch bark canoe.
had always regarded as wives.
"You
see both my grandfathers
"When I was a little ?itl I was a
were polygamists," Miss Gillette con- firm believer in
polygamv," concluded
tinued, imperturbably., "They believed Miss Gillette, laughing. "The chilin a large family circle."
dren in Mormon families are nearly
a.ways well treated and happy. Ta t'.e
old days they visited back and farli
among all, the wives of their father,
calling them 'aunts." But. I think
there were always unhappy women,
although pride induced them to conceal their feelings, and I. am e:lad the
practice is given up." New York
Evening World.
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leave your blood clean and purn.
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Poison In the blood used to break
out Into the roost unsightly sores, boils,
abscesses end ulcers, but since the
Introduction of S. S. S. there is no
more trouble.
And even If it la only
a Blight attack It would eventually
wean lens of hair, loose teeth, sore
gums, mucous patches, copper splotches
and the most intense tfeeree of
If S. S. S. wera not ufMt. Cf eourtie
some cases of Contagious Blood Poison
flo riot, exhibit the extreme superficial
effect but the trouble is they are apt
to do so In just a day. The eyesight
fides, the hair falls out, tiis bones
become ulcerated, a thousand and one
fierce, unsightly symptoms ensue ami
then thera can be no question as to
th nature tst the disease.
It is verv unfortunate that so many
uSe'ern lose all f"ne, all '"It control,
,

end the first thing; thev do Is to throw
themselves into the clutches of those
who take all their money, fill their
veins and arteries v'ith Mercury, Iodide
of Potash, Ai seiuo or other mineral poisons and practically wreck tttelr lives.
S. S. S. will Rive your blood a complete bath, purify it. overcome, toe
danger done by mineral dryers, sooth-and strengthen yrtur t stomach and la
Your
every way restore you contplat-l- y.
blood will be rich, red ar.d pure and
1
1
v, "ul i
1
r",
;
I
t
!.
Get a bottl-- of S. S. S. at w draif
1
.n to cure yourself at
store ami
otii-eFor a book on Blood Poison or
tor pm ,te Mtice wntc to the SMIm1
Dept., The Swift Specific Co., 146 Swift.
El.lp.. Atlanta. Go, This is one of the

employe.
Tbe acri
Coal aw--saw tl.t

world.
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Trailing It to Harvey's.
Only' those who have taken this
trip know what trailing it to Harvey's
means. Last summer two El Pasoaus,

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

The Moslems would malie
similar attacks on the Christians.
Nobody did anything toward the advancement of the country. Finally
tho Christian nations agreed to unite
and fight against Turkey. Turkey
is now properly subdued, but the
question as to the division of the
spoils of war is agitating the Far
East and interested European powers.
"My impression of the Turkish soldier is, first that he is ignorant and
at the same time polite, having proper manners for superiors. He is easily discouraged ordinarily, but when
fighting becomes a religious fanatic
and will gladly meet death in battle
for his country. War and religion
are closely allied In Turkey, the same
conditions existing today, in a groat
measure, as existed at the time of
Turks believe that if
Mohammed.
they die in war, heaven is the immediate reward.
"The Turks are afraid of the Bulgarians. The Bulgarians are Christians and were feared among the
Turks. However, regardless of association, the Bulgarians remain true
to their religion, and a'd efforts of
the Turks to dominate them in a re
ligious way have proved failures."
Moslems.

EDUCATED IN

SEE OUR OWN SCENERY
FIRST.

CO.

V

NADIR ZEINUN
RETURNS HOME
WITH DEGREES FROM THE
BEIRUT COLLEGE.

upon returning from a camping trip
up in this country, were so amazed
Albuquerque, N. M. oune 18. Thirand awed by the tremendous sights, teen years ago Nadir Zeinun, then 14
tliey beheld that they could hardly years old, left Albuquerque, with his
speak. Ilut do you Know what sur- mother for Beirut, Syria, the mothprised them most? That such won- er's former home. Zeinun is in Alderful," indescribable scenery should buquerque today, 27 years old, havTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
be so hear Las' Tegaa. Las Vegas ing arrived from across the ocean lor
Dally, by Carrier
meant So more to them, than a good a visit with his cousins, A. and R.
05
Far Copy
iHt'ie city whei e they knew a lew Michael, of 923 South Second street,
15
.
One Week
people. Now it means to them the with a view of remaining in New MexG3
-One Month
lb' th lKndVotldeep canyons, ico and
?.
gateway!
practicing medicine and sur1-- One Year .
snowcapped mountains and rushing, gery. For in the thirteen years he
Daily, by Mail
of
was away from Albuquerque, Zeinum
winding 'nunuitain streams,
One Year..Here comes cure friend the Old Timer, has been a busy boy. He has earned
3.00
Six Months...
Let's take a little trip with him. Get degrees of bachelor of arts and doctor
on your pony juid". "we're off:
of medicine in the American college,
"Some tliree miles above the Y. M. in Beirut, and has been oyer a great
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
C. A camp if you look sharp you'll part of the old world and has had
GROWER
4
the trail to Harvey's leading many thrilling experiences In Egypt,
discover
52.00
One Year
the
left
a
at
Zeinum
is
Hermit
from
off
elsewhere.
canyon
and
fl-0Turkey
Six Months
CURRENT MAGAZINES
into a' narrow gorge guarded on scholar and a gentleman. Besides a
solid
of
and
towers
side
medicine
either
by lofty
splendid knowledge of
4. 4.4.4 4 4
4
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- rock above which often may be seen surgery, he has a broad education
The
American
Magazine.
b'iue.
the
in
July
a pair of eagles soaring
tions.)
along general lines, gained by study
In celebration of the fiftieth anniRemit by draft, check or money or. This canyon is known as the 'Falls and travel. English, French, Spanish
&er.
If sent otherwise we will not Canyon.' , It is eo narrow and bo and Arabic are languages which he versary of the Battle of Gettysburg,
comes next month, the July
tie responsible for loss.
thickly timbered that the rocks are speaks with the accent and vocabu- which
publishes a
Specimen copies free on
heavily covered with mosses and new lary of a master. He speaks Greek American Magazine
of the battle
Illustrated
storjr
distingraphic
not
fluent
and strange plants will be
and Italian also, although
Allen Forbes, which" conby
Edgar
looks
various
of
If
a
closely.
the
has
and
explorer
guished
smattering
ly,
tains many new facts and stories
cold streamlet tummes Far East dialects.
AT An ice
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
that most thrilling and memabout
bould
over
the
canyon
13
big
through
years
Leaving Albuquerque
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
of all American conflicts.
orable
ers and the trail is in some places ago, naving auenuea
i. nrai j d
PAID FOR
notable contribution to the
Another
foot
a
for
.wide
enough
a shelf only
school here, Zeinum went to Beirut,
American
Magazine is a picture
ing as it goes steeply upward'. Now and entered the American college. July
Advertisers - are guaranteed the you will come to a trail branching He finished the preparatory course story of a wonderful trip through the
of the Grand
largest dally end weekly circulation from this main trail and if in the and entered college, receiving a B. almost impassable rapids
Colorado
of
river, made
the
New
Canyon
northern
of any newspaper in
rainy season, you will hear a distant A. degree, after which he spent a
and Emery Kolb, two
Ellsworth
fol
to
by
lead
Mexico.
you
will
travwhich
roaring
year in England and Scotland,
southwest photographlow the diverting path a few hundred eling, and studying in the University adventurous
with cameras 1,500
traveled
who
ers
a
around
after'
In
c'iamherlng
feet;
of London, and attending clinics
TELEPHONES
vou come upon the St. Thomas hospital. Returning to miles through the most dangerous
cliff
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
one of the most pic Beirut, Zeinum accepted an appoint- rapids in the world.
Main 9 Harvey Falls,,
'
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Other, articles in the same number
in all these mount- ment as a physician and surgeon in
spots
turesque
"The New York Clearing House,"
are:
that
stream
ains. Here the little
the Egyptian army, being stationed
M. Tarbell; '"On a Diet," by
Ida
by
after
meadows
for
the
drains
Harvey
at Cairo, in the Egyptian hospital
WEDNESDAY, JUNE IS, 1913.
L.
Edwin
Sabin; "The Little Brown
its
falling from break to break in
three months. During me time he
of the Play," being an acBuddha
header
'takes
a
war
at
last
rocky course,
was In the Egyptian army the
HOUSi: AND HEALTH
ot 60 feet of a sheer wall of rock broke out between Turkey and the count of Lee Shubert, the famous
Julian Johninto a basing of granite from which Balkan states.
The Egyptians in theatrical manager, by
son.
In much of tlie current discussion it falls again into ano. er howl of
Egypt organized a society called the
Fiction is contributed by David
on
oui
and'
then
rock
spins
again
Red Crescent society, which correthe
need
of housing and
Arnold Bennett, Don MarGrayson,
Gallinas.
the
toward
in
course
its
sponds to the Red Cross society
ot a basis of observed fact is apparMarion
Pugh Read, W. Kee
and
air
mist from the falls fills the
With five other Syrians, quis,
America.
ent. A. recent analysis by Chalmers,
Taintor Foote. Mr.
Maxwell
John
and
rainbow
a
ot
day
a
certain
time,
at
anxious for adventure and experience,
the medical officer ot Glasglow, of
race track story
a
is
Foote's
Opstory
cliff.
floats at the verge of the
Zeinum joined the society. They
conditions in Glasglow is an importof a new series.
is
the
and
small
beginning
several
are
of
falls
the
to the palace,
posite
ant contribution to the difficult proh-Je- caverns in the canyon walls and were detailed first
a
is
feature of tne
Comic
writing
th(j detnroned Abdui Hamid in Con
to
of the relation of house-roosometimes have visitors taken stantinople, spending a week in the number and includes pieces by Jamos
here
death-rate- .
An examination of the
and Stephen
shelter from summer showers.
they could plainly hear Montgomery Flagg
ase distribution of the population of "Taking the trail back again with palace, where
Mr.
Leacock's
piece is enthe roar of the cannon being fired Dy
a
considerable
showed
that
Clijtsglow
'Excelsior' as your motto you soon the Bulgarians 35 miles away. From titled "The Dentist and the Gas" and
Is an amusing introduction to a new
proportion of tho difference in the begin to get glimpses of the Grand
Cantantinople Zeinum and his fellowdeath-ratrecorded for dwellings of Canyon and of Hermit's peak and
series by him entitled "Familiar InSteSt.
to
Dhvslclans were ordered
cidents."
People" and
various sizes could be ascribed to thei Cielo mountain that repay for the
"Interesting
where
phano, famous as the place
House"
the
"The
complete
in
children
of
number
the
until
Interpreter's
still
climb.
Uoward
go
Russia
larger
the treaty was signed between
the number.
Turko-Rus- smaller houses. The number of chil- aspens are reached and the grade be- and
the
Turkey during
dren under 5 years constituted 19 per comes less steep. Then taking a sian war. In St. Stephano Zeinum
cent of the total population living in parting view ot the cliffs and the remained while peace questions were liemaikabie Pictures of uauec Lite at
Wesi point.
canyon below you slip along through being discussed. Six thousand dead
houses, 14 per cent in
the lite ol a cadet at West Point
the close growing aspens until ail at and dying Turkish soldiers were lying
seven per cent in three-rooand only four per cent in houses of once you come out Into full sight of on the streets of St. Stephano while is being graphically described by a
four rooms and upward. Further an- the lovely green meadow, the culti- the Albuquerque boy was in that re iuaritame series ot views running
was in Popular Mechanics Magazine. The
alysis, however, showed that simple vated fields, and the hospitable group place. From St. Stephano hi
differences In age distribution would of buildings that constitute the Har- sent to Tchaltagia, where the Turks pictures are new, Having never before
notifications, uttii puuuDueU auu'in lue July magnot altogether explain the differences vey Tanch. A welcome sight It is to have their strongest
in death-ratin houses of various tired travelers with lively appetites, ramifications extending from the Sea azine they show the work and play
In ot me cauet in 111s secouu year at
sizes. Assuming a standard- age and which no one fails to have who makes of Marmora to the Black sea.
A unet article
Nabim
Pasha,
Uie military scnool.
met
Zeinum
se distribution, it was found that a the ascent to the Falls Canyon."
Tchaltagia,
Turkish
tell
of
the
will
Timer
Old
Tomorrow
the
slates:
in
chief
commander
population of 100,000 with the Glas"At1 2 :45 p. m. the academic work
Did you ever army.
Zeinum and his companions
gow death rate would yield 2,024 of "Jack the Guide."
hear of this character? After read- were stationed at Keiu, near Tchal- is over ior tue uay ana anus
deaths annually in
houses,
ocfor ail classes occupy tne hour rrom
ing the above can't you hear that tagia. The entire country was
1,683 in two room, 1,263 In three-roonot
hills?
to
voice
alt the people
small
i to 5, followed by a aress parade at
the
you
calling
soldiers,
by
cupied
and 1,032 in houses of four or more
warfare
having
in
"See your own scenery first."
5:25,
involved
excepting Wednesdays and Sat
actually
rooms, while in institutions the deaths
possession of urdays. This is the schedule from
home,
their
deserted
would number 3,019. With regard to
which had been taken by Turks and September 1 to November 1 and
the causes of death the problem betele- from March 15 to June. On Satur
SERIOUS AUTO ACCIDENT
Bulgarians. Looking mrough
comes very complex.
In Infectious
Trinidad, Colo,, June IS. Three scopes at Hadem Keiu Zeinum saw days academic work ends at
diseases, including pneumonia, the persons ..we're furiously Injured early
the Bulgarians miles away, fortifying and, with the exception of inspection
higher rate fell on the smaller houses. today iwheu an automobile driven by themselves
against the Turks. After at 1:50, the afternoon of the cauet
Diseases of the nervous system in Charles E.
Carter, a prominent loca! being stationed at Hadem Keiu for is free until 0:25 supper call. His
adults, on the1 other hand, were appar- business man, plunged over a
some months Zeinum resigned his amasumenis are much tine those ot
ently more prevalent among the in- embankment in. La Veta Pass, 50 commission an
left the Turkish college students generally. ' Football
habitants of the larger houses. Chal- miles northwest of here. Frank Lew
seiTi'ce, having treated many soldiers is perhaps the most popular organizmers regards the evidence as show- is and C.
Hj? Chapman, the other twr who had been wounded or become in ed sport. Games are played on the
ing that the children born in the members ot the party, are in a serious from cold, laok.or Ioqp,f Hoieia,um jl 'tftst; Point grounds with teams from
smaller houses are from the start un- condition.
7iio Ug touring car .was dysentery. From Tcbi'tas.lSt?ro4f'i. many colleges, and tne season closes
der a serious handicap which is relatgame,
completely, wrecktd. The injured returned .to Constantinople, .spending with the annual Army-Naved, to some extent to the
when the West Pointers meet the
men were ..ou 7 here at noon tO'lay1 two weeks touring the
and
This could be traced to the prevalence; and takfm t0 tho
midshipmen from Annapolis on Frank
Contantinople he went 10 Cairo,
h0spltal.
ror lin field,
in this group of various forms of dis- sailing
from Cairo to Cherbourg,
Philadelphia. Basketuali
c the digestive organs. 'Tn later
New York. In New York he did post- ifollows during the .winter monthe,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
(
many contests with teams from other
lifeline influence of the birth sur--l
graduate work in the
Kansas
not
did
City, Mo., June IS. Hogs, hospital school, and then came to A- schools occurring during the season,
rotmdings
wholly disappear,!
and then, in the spring, comes basebut these were obscured by the infra-- ' receipts 15,0.00; market steady to 10 lbuquerque.
in the war ball, of course.
onccs cf adult, life, which, as in the' cents lower;; bulk $8.458.55; heavy
"Turkey was defeated
"Punishment for minor infractions
packers and butchers, and is now properly humbled," mid
fHS9 of diseases of the nervous Bys.'$8.40g 8.50;
4 em, tended
Hsht $S.5O8.G0; pics Zeinum, speaking of the present situ- of the military academy rules taiies
to become degenerative il;l tVDG. and anneared more frpnupnt.lv $7.357.80.
ation in tho Far East. "Bulgaria, the form of confinement to the area
market Servia and Greece are now quarrel- of barracks on Wednesday and Sat8,000;
receipts
among the occupants of houses of lar- - Cattle,
''i size." Whether or not, these par-- , steady to 10 cents higher; prime fed ing over the spoils of war, with Mon- urday afternoons during recreation
dressed beef steers tenegro constantly interposing vari- - hours. There are 197 distinct offenses
Fuular conclusions are found to be steers JS.50tfJ-9.00steers- $7.00
western
valid, it will be recognized,
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while la barracks, or j2 while in
camp. Is punished by being required
to walk the area one uour for each
excess demerit. If the number is
in consecutive months, the
number of punishment tours is doubled, making two tours of one hour
each for each excess demerit."
"They Say" and "Have You Heard?"
"They say." "Have you heard?"
Two wee phrases! Five short words!
But they have done more damage
than all the rest of the dictionary
rolled together! They have wrecked
homes and broken hearts. They have
ruined promising careers and thrown
business firms into bankruptcy. They
have disrupted churches and plunged
old friends into bitter fights. They
have driven men to drink and women to insanity. They hav robbed
innocent children of their parents
and sent young girls, broken-hearteand unwedded to their graves. They
hav turned merely foolish girls into
wicked ones and they have sent innocent men to prison. And they belong particularly to the vocabulary
of women.
They are peculiarly the
weapons of the
gentler sex.
"Marshal Briggs arrested Jib Jones
for beating his wife," remarks a man
to the circles of loungers in the
And it is so. Jim Jones is
tried and fined in open court. This
is not gossip.
It is a plain, brutal
statement of fact.
"Have you heard that Mrs. Blank
has left her husband," inquires Mrs.
Meddleome
at the Sewing
circle.
"They do say he treats her something awful. Last night coming home
from prayer meeting my Mary heard
her carrying on fearfully, and this
morning I saw her, brg in hand, hur
rying for the 7:40. train. They say'
she's gone back to her folks."
And so Tom BlanK, silent, perhaps
even surly, but adored by his understanding wife, acquires a reputation
for cruelty, when in reality Mrs.
Blank was "carrying on" over a telegram announcing the death of her
favorite sister. In her grief she had
forgotten to announce to her curious
neighbors that she was going home
to the funeral!
Had the meddlesome and imaginative mother of Mary the eavesdropper been pinned down to facts, she
must have admitted that no one had
really heard of Mrs. Blank's 'leaving
her husband, and that no one had
said that he treated his wife illy.
The entire story was built on the
imagination and sensational tastes of
a
Innocent, if surly,
Mr. Blank wonders why his neighbors
look at him coldly In his hour of loneliness. When Mrs. Blank returns,
she must add to the burden of her
grief that of denying an ugly story
about her own life.
The story which is built on facts,
or the bit of gossip which is cruel
but true, will not work an injustice
nor Injure the innocent. But the tale
prefaced by the little phrase, "They
say," is reasonably sure to drag some
guiltless party through the mire of
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT
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AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the nearest Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
l.
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as
dit
Electricity heats the face of the iron on!
vd
heat the handle or you.
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THERE IS NOTHING BETTER
Hunt the world over and you "will
not find a better remedy for diarrhoea
A. W. Wiest of Wagon Mound came than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
In yesterday
evening for a short Diarrhoea Remedy. It always cures.
business visit in the city.'
For sale hy all dealers Adv.
1913.
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PERSONALS
G. W. Hupp of Santa Fe was a business visitor in Las vegas last night
and today.
J. C. Jones of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in the city today
from the Duke dtp. Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Parisian Clearners, Phone Main 33.

Adv.
Wj H. Weathers came in last nignt
from his home at El Paso for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. A. B. Jones and Mrs. Ed McCarthy of Chapelle came in last nignt
for a few days' visit with friends in
Las Vegas.
C. H. Beers.'a well known comnier-- ,
cial man of El Paso, Tex., came in
last night for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
Dr. J. A. Massie anadaughter
drote in yesterday evening from their
home at Santa Fe for a short visit
in Las Vegas.
Jake Levy, Frank Cutter and J. W.
March of Santa Fe were among the
party of tourists that came in yesterday afternoon from the uapitol City.
Mrs. M. Paltenghe of Wagon Mound
came in last evening and will be a
business visitor In Las Vegas for the
-

Mlsa Marie Arnold, who, has been
here for slxvtfeeks Visiting her uncle
and aunt,, Judge," and Mrs. David J.
will leave .tomorrow for her
home in Raton. Her little cousins of
the Leahy household will go to Raton
with Miss Arnold .to visit relatives.
O. J. Dutand vWd
P. Campbell
drove in yesterday"' afternoon in a.
vFord auto on their way from Albu
querque to Trinidad. They remained
in Vegas last night to view the Newman-Shaffer
bout, and left this morning for Trinidad.
P. H. ijeKbir! secretary ot the Y. M.
C. A., W.: H. Stark, secretary of the
Commercial club, Frank Condon, Clifford Stewart, diaries
Dougherty,
and
Daniel Burks, Slietehly Moore
Harvey Brown, left this morning or
the site of the Y. M. C. A. summer
camp, where they will spend the coming few days laying the foundation
for the camp.
Mrs. W. L. Clark and Mrs. Joseph
Dizz of Jerome- - P0,- - came in this
ofternoon for a few days stay in Las
v eas 88 visitors.
Traveling in private car Stockton,
of the Southern Pacific railway company, Superintendent R. J. Ketcnum
and a party of seven other officials
passed through here this afternoon on
train No. 1 enroute to their home
lines. They have been on an inspection trip taken over all the big railroads in the country for its education-

coming few days.
Have your clothes cleaned at the al, value.
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
Mrs. M. Costa left this afternoon for
street. Adv.
Denver where she will visit her sister,
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hage of Santa Mrs. Johnson, for a short time and
Fe drove over yesterday afternoon then go to lier home at Roswell. Mrs.
for the fight and left this mornmg Costa has been a visitor In Las Vegas

for their home.
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Taylor of Denver arrived In las Vegas yesterday
evening and will be visitors here for
the coming few days.
Mr. and Mrs. IS. R. Collins will pass
through Las Vegas on the Limited
Sunday night on the way to Chicago
from Los Angeles.
Miss Margaret Asselln came in yesterday evening from her home at Albuquerque for a short visit In Las
Vegas with friends.
Mrs. F. A. Yoakum of Cerriilos
came In this afternoon for a few
days' visit in Las Vegas. She is the
wife of
known physician of
Cerriilos.
T. H. Bell, well known in the commercial circles of El Paso, came in
last night for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kapp of Ocate
arrived in Las Vegas last night from
their home and will remain in the
city fo;r the coming few, weeks.
Judge and Mrs. D. R. Murray, accompanied by their daughter. Miss
Cornelia, will leave this week for
California, where they wdl spend the
summer.
EugeniOj Romero came in yesterday
evening from his home at Mora for
a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. Romero came In to attend the
Sisiters'
closing lex'ercises of the
school on the West side.
Mrs. M. M. McVey, accompanied by
her daughter, Gladys, left this afternoon for San Diego, Calif., where they
will spend the coming summer.
C. ,7.' Dowe, representative for the
C. S. Morey Mercantile company of
Denver, was a business visitor. In Las
$
,.
Vegas today.

WHY
FAMOUS
A CTDV
TtJ A J.V.JL

JS.

GOOKS
USE-

-

for the past few weeks.
Mrs. II. Haskell of Rowe came In
yesterday evening for a short business visit In Xas Tegas.
Among the, faas;that came in yesterday afternoon from Albuquerque
bout
to attend the Newman-Shaffe- r
were S. D. Stevens, W. L Trimble, T.
S. Walker, Harry
Johnson, Mark '
Levy and. Albert Stern.
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NEWMAN WINS BY OUTBOXING
HARRY SHAFFER LAST NIGHT
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boy
struggle. The Spanish-Americadisplayed his wonderful ability as a
boxer. . He is fast; oie hjsv feet, coolheaded, 'apparently Tearless aiid extremely hard tohit. He showed last
night that he has improved his punch.
Once or twice he rocked Shaffer, who
is a powerfully built boy. However,
Newman still lacks tnat one thing
that would make him a
.
blow.
a
Shaffer showed a willingness to
fight. He is game and possesses a
He shows ring experigood punch.
ence, but is outciassea by Newman
in the scientific lore of the ring.
The bout was fast tnrougout. It
was entertaining to a degree, excellbout of a month
ing the Nevvman-Boyago. The big crowd was pleased with
the show, which, as Promoter OMal-le- y
the
had promised, was worth
n

Then, too, with K C Baking Powder he can mix the various
kinds of batter before the rush of the meal begins and bake as
needed so that every order goes to the tabla fresh and hot, yet the
Iast hc bakes. are just as good as the first
fZl.-Z7I r.s
The reasons behind these reasons is that K C is
a Diena ot two baking powders, une commences
,y1 J reany
to give off leavening gas as soon as moistened. The
i other requires both moisture and heat to make it
j active. Dough or batter Will remain m a partially
i leavened condition for hours, and when put in the oven,
will come up as light as if mixed a moment before.
For cookies, pancakes, doughnuts and the like,
j
which cannot all be baked at once, K C is indispensa3f
ble. For all baking thedouble raise makes doubly certain.
Follow the exnmr'e of the frofi"'orinl
C3
tokw i your bait, 7 v ' . -- I
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excellent condition and displayed his
cleverness. Newman 'led with a heavy
right, to Shaffer's face. Shaffer .followed with a poor attempt to rt;k
Newman by a blow to the neck. During the rest of the round Newman
placed his blows at his ease, drawing blood on the Cheyenne boy's face
and winning the round by a narrow
margin. Newman landed most fre
quently, but Shaffer hit the harder.

Round Four.
was in this round that the fans
realized the fight was to be a hard
one. Shaffer started with wild swings,
seemingly trying for a knockout, but
was stopped by two fast rights from
Newman. A left from Shaffer caused
Newman's nose to bleed freely. Shaffer rushed Newman to the ropes and
hammered him hard.. This seemed
to spirit the Las Vegng boy to greatmoney. .
er efforts and with- - two stiff rights
The preliminaries were good. Jose he nearly closed Shaffer's right eye.
Crespln and Battling Bruno, who are Both boys were Weeding at the end
rated' in the bantamweight class, went of the round, which was Shaffer's.
Round Five.
six rounds to. a draw. This bout was
tame in the earlier rounds, but grew
The first part of this round was
more exciting as the boys mixed slow, Newman watching for an open,
N
things toward the closa
ing and Shaffer working for
d

It

LOTTO

PROGRAM IS ARRANGED
FOR AND A LARGE CROWD
IS EXPECTED.

GOOD

The annual commencement exercises of the Lorctto academy on tne
West, side will occur tonight in the
auditorium of the institution. An interesting program has been provided
and it is expected a large number
of the friends of the academy and
of the graduates will be present.
Lorctto academy is an educational
institution which does a great amount
ot good In San Miguel county and
northern New Mexico, though Its
work Is carried on in a quiet and
unostentatious way.

i

Jefrerson Raynolds, President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
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FIRST NATIONAL BAN!
'

OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

N. M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$100,000

$35,

Ov

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
St. Louis
New York

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
Boston at Pittsburg; clear.
New York at Cincinnati; clear.
Brooklyn at St. Louis; clear.
American League
Chicago at Philadelphia; clear.
Detroit at Boston; clear.
St. Lodis at New York; clear.
Cleveland at Washington; clear.
American Association
St. Paul at Louisville; clear. ,,
Milwaukee at Indianapolis; clear.
Kansas City at Columbus; clear.
Minneapolis at Toledo; clear.
Western League
Denver at Sioux City; clear.
Lincoln at Omaha; clear.
Wichita at St. Joseph; clear.
Topeka at Des Moines; clear.
YESTERDAY'S

22

S3

13

39

.301
.250

Western League,

Club

won

Denver -

Lost

Pet

37

.6S5

St. Joseph
Lincoln
Des Moines
Omalia Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita

33
31
32

17
23
24
25
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30
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22

33

.400

21

36
40

.3(18

18

;
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FRENCHMAN'S LIFE SAVED
June 18. The life of a
Frenchman taken prisoner by the federal troops in Mexico was saved by
the intervention of Jesse H. Johnson,
American consul at Matamoras, ac
cording to the information which
reached the French foreign office to-- ,
day. Pierre Barnetche, who was suspected of favoring the revolutionists,
nad been arrested and was about to
be executed summarily oy the federal
military authorities when Mr. John
son protested and secured his releasa.

Paris,

BASEBALL.

National League.

Harry Shaffer, the Albuquerque and
Cheyenne lightweight, returned today
to Albuquerque, accompanied by has
manager. Shaffer, who was defeated
by Louis Newman in a fast bout at
the Duncan opera house last night,
made many friends here. He showed
he is a clean sportsman and a good
fighter. Shaffer is game and willing:.
7; Las Vegas fight fans would be
glad to
see him matched, here again with
6; some boy of his class.

At Chicago Chicago, 0;, Philadelphia, 0.
At Cincinnati New York, 6; Cincinnati, 2.
St.
At St. Louis Brooklyn,
8;
Louis, 3.
At Pittsburg Boston, ' i; Pittsburg,
0.

American Leagua
Philadelphia,'

At Philadelphia
Chicago, 1.

,

:

At Washington Washington,
Cleveland, 3.
At New York St. Louis,1 7; New
"
York, 4.
At Boston Detroit,
'Boston,
';
'Western League.
At Lincoln Lincoln, 5; ' Denver,
At Des Moines Des Moines,'

Sioux City, 5
At St. Joseph

Omaha,
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2.
8;
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5;
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At Wichita- - Wichita, 4; Topeka,
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FOR A WEAK STOMACH

Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
enable the stomach to perform its
functions naturally. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

League.
Won Lost
32
IS

Stints or bites

of Insects that pro
by swellinsra, pain or !' '
should be treated promptly, as tiir
are poisonous.
BALLARD
LINIMENT counteracts the po t T
followed

if!

both antiseptic' and hea'ir

25c, 50C and $1.00 per
Pet bv Central Drug Co.
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New York, June IS, T
quotations on the New
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Boston .
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SWASTIKA COAL
:

Shaffer, apparently
disheartened,
seemed unable to do anything. When
the chance came he would c'linch but
lost on points every time, Newman
placing his blows to Shaffer's face
with ease. Newman played for Shaffer's bad eye, succeeding in damaging
it again with jabs when in a clinch.
The boys dodged considerably in
this round but Newman's fast work
gave him the round.
Round Seven.
Shaffer had stated before the fight
that he would win In the seventh
round and the fans anxiously stood
on their feet watching for something
to happen.
The boys
came to a
clinch and it was at this point that
Shaffer was seen apparently trying
to butt with his head when in the
clinche- s- Newman
used his right
with good effect in this round and
placed a number of good ones. Shaffer landed a good one to the jaw in
the latter part of this round. Both
boys were swinging wfid at the end
of the round.
It was slightly New
man's.
Round Eight.
Newman came in smiling and confident, while Shaffer seemed weak.
Newman, by ciever foot work, placed
his blows on Shaffer's face. Shaffer
came to a clinch and forced Newman
to the ropes. It was In these places
that Shaffer did his best work. Newman shot stiff lefts to Shaffer's face,
and with his famous windmill placed
a good one to Shaffer's neck. The
crowd was gree.tly exciteu. Shaffer
showed that he had uncorked his
best efforts. Honors were even.
Newman led, missing a right to
Shaffer's jaw. Shaffer put in a left
uppercut and jarred the Las Vegas
boy. Exchange of blows followed.
Both boys were tired in this round,
but Newman showed that he was
playing with his man. Stiff lefts
proved to be Newman's long suit and
ne landed several goo-- ' blows to Shaffer's face and ribs. The boys had
to be pulled from a clinch at the end
of the round.
It was Newman's
.
round.
Round Ten.
They shook hands, Newman smiling and Shaffer with a battered face.
Newman placed an uppercut to Shaffer's face. Shaffer tried his push to
the rope stunt, but It ''id not work
and instead he received two stiff
lefts. They clinched and fougnt
evenly during part of the round, when
Newman seemed to be try'ng for the
face and neck. He placed hard
blows and Shaffer took considerate
punishment. Shaffer landed the last
blow, but the round was Newmans.
Referee Jake Levy then raised Newman's hand, with the crowd cheering
for the Las Vegas champion. Newman had outclassed Shaffer greatly
and thus the decision was popular.

II

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Round Six.
The fans were calling foi a knocK-ou- t
when the gong sounded this time.

e

The patrons o"f ouf fust class hotels and restaurants are exact
ing they demand the bast Women go where the pastry and cakes
are noted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and
biscuits when fresh and moist and light
The nastrv cook with a renutation uses K C Baking PnwrW
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything!
ib as goou as ms Dest.

V..
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Don't be ashamed to make a small beginning THE FIRRST DOLLAR
of a prosperous career. Start an
may be the corner-ston- e
account with us at once. Don't delay any longer.

man's face. Newman placed a right
to Shaffer's face with great speed.
Shaffer missed a lert to jaw. Tney
clinched, Shaffer pounding in a halfhearted way on Newman's back, and
Newman, smiling and confident, took
the defensive. Newman placed two
fast lefts to Shaffer's jaw which,
however, did little damage. It was
Newman's round on points.
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CHAMPION OF THE SOUTHWEST
NEWMAN, LIGHTWEIGHT
The jserifwindiup disclosed some
When, at the end of ien rounds of
hard battling, Referee Jake Levy of fighting that was worth while. Kid
Santa Fe last night held up the hand aungiro stopped Battling Rivera of
of Louis Newman, proclaiming hint Santa Fe in the seventn round of an
Benny. Chavez,
the winner over Harry Shaffer of eiglit round bout.
Cheyenne, the big crowc of fignt who refereed the preliminaries, seefans in the Duncan opera house ing that Rivera was getting the worst
cheered itself hoarse. Newman had or it, stopped the bout and held up
glove. Hungiro, who made
had the best of practically every
round, landing showers of lefts and his first appearance in the ring,
rights and uppercuts upon his oppon- showed that he has in him the makALWAYS BOUND TO DISAGREE ent's face and body. But one round ing of an excellent fighter. He is
could be credited to Shaffer, and he clever with his mitts and not afraid
Had
to
took
it by a considerable margin, to take a blow as well as to give
Cy
Gossips,
Kilgore
According
Bump of Combativeness in a
while Newman either secured an even one. These boys weigh below the
Remarkable Degree.
break Qr clearly outpointed the Chey- bantamweight limit-enne
During the intermission between
lightweight in each of the other
"It seems to me," opined Mr. Caleb
and the main event,
the
rounds.
more
Peaslee, "that Cy Kilgore' gets
introduced Mark
Promoter
not
was
but
decision
O'Malley
The
popular,
disagreeable the older he grows. He
won't agree with any pusson on airth because of favoritism on the part cf Levy, director of the New Mexico
f
of the au- Athletic club of Albuquerque,' who
not if he can find out fust what the the fans, as fully
other man thinks. . Ain't that so,
dience had picked Shaffer for the had come all the way from the DuKe
winner. The shout cf approval given City to witness the bout. Mr. Levy
Mr. Lysander f .Wtndhope, thus ap Referee
Levy was inspired by genu- predicted a fast fight, saying he was
pealed 'tostfdked- hifc "ellum" cane re- ine admiration for Newman's clever
acquainted with both boys and knew
quicker-speakinflectively, and eyed his
to be good boxers. Mr. Levy
tne
them
work.
showed
Levy
throughout
eyes.
friend with placid,
"He scurcely ever thinks same as bout that he knew his business, and announced his star bout, to be staged
me about" things," he admitted, at the fans would be glad to have him at Albuquerque on July 4, in which
return to officiate In other battles. Tommy Dixon and Johnny Dundee
length. '
Shaffer's style of fighting was to will meet. He was applauded by tne
"Scurcely ever!" snorted Mr. Peaslee, with impatience. "Did he ever cover carefully and take a shower fans. Numerous visitors from Santa
agree with you about one single nam-abl- e of blows on' his gloves and forearms. Fe and Albuquerque occupied seats
thing if he had a chance to find
he at the ringside, the Shaffer-Newma- n
out ahead what you thought? Did Suddenly and without warning
'land
to
hard bout having proved a drawing card
would lead, endeavoring
he?"
upand
head
the
to
all over the state.
and
lifts
rights
replied Mr. Winchope,
The fight by rounds:
thoughtfully, "answerin' that question percuts to the jaw. Early in the conRound One.
test Shaffer was successful in carrydirect,. I dunno's be ever did."
The first round opened with the
"No, sir,"" affirmed Mr. Peaslee, ing out these tactics, which enabled
Shaffer led
warmly, "and he wouldn't! I .get him to secure an even break in a few crowd yelling wildly.
kinder out of patience when I get to rounds and the advantage in one with a right to Newman's abdomen
talkin' about Cy Kilgore. He's just round. It was conceded that Shaf- and followed bis lead with a number
been into my house, and he took
some of his cross fer, though he landed much less fre- of right and left swings to Newman's
'casion to show
'
quently than Newman, landed harder ribs. Newman seemed to wake up
wain
and apparently did more execution, in the middle of the round and placed
thus entitling hm to even honors. a number of stiff rights and 'lefts to
Newman, however, soon got on to Shaffer's face that put the round
dodging slightly In Newman's favor when the
Shaffer's tactics. Cleverly
the iatter's leads to the head, he gong sounded.
' Round Two.
would shift suddenly and uppercut
Shaffer in the face and jaw. OcThe boys rushed together at the
"'I'U casionally Shaffer would lower his start of this round. Newman on the
vSfo " " !
head and literally : push Newman to defensive and Shaffer trying to place
1gi Y YflV
.;:,
i
I
J
the ropes, where he would try to blows to Newman's face. Shaffer
?
Vv s
I i
finish the fight by a shower of body landed several stiff lefts to New
blows. But Newman always covered man's face, causing the champion to
carefully and kept his head, getting dodge continually. Newman came
out of the tight places without ap back with uppercuts and left to the
1
face and body. The Cheyenne boy
parent distress. :
Toward 'the fulddle of the fight worked hard In this round and. landone of Shaffer's eyes began to swell, ed several good blows. Honors were
andL at the end of the engagement it about even.
.
Round Three.
was nearly ' closed. Newman, too.
was showing the effect of the hard
Newman showed that he was in

km.

1913.
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion Ot the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a run-
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ning sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
tne result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Us normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOve.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuTISEMENTF
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Five cents per line each insertion.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
pation.
No ad to occupy leas space than two
lines. Ail
arivertls mentt charged
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actually set,
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of words
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
-and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
i
TOm'M.y.ww'TO
to a penalty of five per centum- Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet
for such sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinOPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN t.
quent, will ba sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
i

think
of the deep significance of the
above

EUGENIO ROMERO,

Treasurer and

Collector, San

Miguel County, N. M.

oft-repeat- ed

NOTICE.

It is estimated that more

than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper
readers.

i

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

A

M.

NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. o.
Regular comfourth

munication first and
In
third ThnrarlaT
aach month, rial ting

""'t
yr

vlted. Wm. P. MillB,
Petten, Secretary.

.an

W. M., H. S

&

1

vtry long ago "I

see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,
the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred inter-

esting and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

BBOoud

evening

aj
eael

monto at nv O. W. Hall
Vlj'tlw
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill,
Secretary.
J

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
O. of B. B. Meets
every Aral

C;

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All vlsl
lng brethren cordially Invited to a
tend. F D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T., M. Elwood

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY

1.

MASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood. Secretary.

Karl Wertz, Treasurer;

Secretary;
C. V.

Hedcock, cemetery trustee

PAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN O? AMERICA
8 Meeta flrat and tnlrd Fridaa
Meet 1" the Forest of Brother!?
at 7:30 p. m. In Masoplo Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs, J. O. Rutledfe, WorUiy MahalL on the second and fourth
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemiale,
Telephone Vain 829.
'
WANTED Reliable girl of good moClerk; Z. W.. Montague, Local Dsp--NO.
uty.
Visiting members are esp
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Mesa every Monday night at
1054 Seventh street.
daily welcome and cordially invitapply.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.
;"v;if
S o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcoma
ATTORNRYH
T.
Buhlor
J.
president;
secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR SALE Piano, furniture, rug's,
HUNKER & HUNKER
stove, range etc. Best quality, good
H. Hunker Chester A. Haif
George
8. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.
Attorney
fourth Tuesday evening of each
New
Las Vegas
i
FOR SALE One horse, single har
month Elk home on Ninth etree'
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotb-ersarness, mowing machine, rake and 2
DENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
plows. Mrs. Nisson, North Fourth
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConBtreet.

For Sale

jo.

For Rent

DR.

E.

L.

DENTI

HAMMOND,

Crockett Building.
Man
Office Telephone
Mala
House Telephone

N

.

No

3

No.

7.

No.

.'.

8

WEPT BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.....
4:20 p.: m
6:35 p. m

1:4S

FOR RENT .Front bedrcom.
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.

p.

6:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p.

Dentist
work of any deaciiptloi
moderate prices.
Room I Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N M.
Dental

FOR RENT Two adobe houses, one
and one
also furnished tent house. Mrs. P. ,C. Nisson, North Fourth street.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

ROOMS

FOR
511

-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

It s giving you
a present for do-

something
you 'd do hny
ing

way when you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really;

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

RENT

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL
-

GREY (STER
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

Professional Health Culture for Ladlet
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scaii
Treatment, Facial Massag&, Manicur
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. a
Subscribe for The Optic.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
.50c per 100 lbs

Las Vqjas Ice & Storage Co.

furnished flat.

The Brilliant Stars of June
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at ail times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as

Phone Main 227

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50. lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than SO lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

ANT Ads
Are Best
Classified
who

adi. search out the people to whom among all
BT tho particular tblng if worth moat.

MIGHT

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo aoai
"
ads.-ltlila newspaper and
would aever
hu.'
your property unlesa it were advertised here.

I

Others, who read and ana er ads. ln this newsn&per want tauiq
are anxious to pay eah for) books, automobiles, need machlBV.'
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and rausde! u
strumeaU.
A the classified ads. are read bj all possible buye's, of all
aib'e airta
tblaga, they have come to be finder of the bLt
c--f

Subscribe for The Optic.

:

who reads the

Fills as advised, with results certain
I felt toned up and invigor-'I recommend
I'd.
Kidney
Foley
Pills." For backache, rheumatism.
','ubago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O,
Red Cross Drug
C Schaefer and
Store.

rid sure.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

Market Finders
ilioHe

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford.
"I bad a terrible pain
Mass., says:
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney

20c per
..25c per
30c per
f.40c per
50c per

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Chamberit. They

Adv.

.'.

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ta
Lasting Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

beautiful
digestion

agreeable
dealers.

Lincoln Ave

AGUA PURA COMPANY

WOMEN

It has been observed that
women always have good
If your digestion Is faulty
lain's Tablets will correct
are easy to take and most
in effect. For sale by all

1200

RETAIL PRICES

apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not If
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

tamed in this city from

ALL GROCERS

health
White

No
Call

When the baby is suffering the
affliction of hot weather and bo-;el disorders, the remedy needed Is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co.

BEAUTIFUL

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND'
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WE
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARP

FRENCH-

FOR

seekers need apply.
Kitchen.

!

.

.CRYSTAL ICE

Miss

;i

F. B. HUXMANN

DR.

:

li

There is, indeed, much
worth while thsvt one
may "see by the papers"
if he will but study the advertising pckges.

Meets

Thursday

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday
of, the month in the vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-la- r
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
conclave ec d Tueev
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
rtay ln each month at m- invited
cordially
Isaac Appel
aonlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
Chas. Tamme.
KInkel, R.
retary

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed jo hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of tho club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organiza
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest
don. Secrete.
ed for trespassing.
FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
THE LA JARA HUNTING
COUNnew upright piano. E. E. Wentworth KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
AND FISHING GLTJB.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Layton, 918 Eighth street.
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Plonker building.
Visiting memFOR SALE 1913 Model motorcycles
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
motor
at
and
boats
prices,
bargain
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Devlne, O. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
all makes, brand new machines, on
AND
Get
our
easy payment plan.
propoSIGN PAINTING
NO.
DORADO
LODGE
sition before buying or you will re EL
PY
KNIGHTS
OF
N. O. H
gret It, also bargains in used motor
429 GKAND AVE.
ev
THIAS
Meets
us
Write
Enclose
cycles.
today.
ery Monday even
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.
ing in Castle Hall
Visiting
Knights
CARD
time
are cordially invli
tS. Chas Liebaca
EAST BOUND
Chancelloi
aer,
FOR RENT Furnished room.
915
Arrivf
Commander. Harry
Bepan
?
Sixth street.
No
:1B
9:10 p m
ry Martin, Keeper of Records an!
No
11:05 p.
U:05 p: m
Seal.
FOR RENT Five room furnished cotNo
2:05 a. m.. ... 2:10 a.
No l.
tage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.
i:45 o m.. ... 2:10

1
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Not so

AND CAFE
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Did you ever stop to
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
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Come and tn
you're hurt,"
There was no answer. Rocky Mountain outlaws may be mean and bad,
but they fight like Americans, and
they know how to die. I'd, only one
way left to force their surrender, and
save their lives, so I hustled brushwood, cordwood, coal oil from the shed,
piled up the fuel, and got a sulphur
match. from the bunch in my hind
pocket.
"Boys," I called, "Old Brown sort
of values this place. It's all the home
he's got, and it ain't insured."
No answer.
The little flame lep' up and caught
the. brushwood, the crackling lifted to
a roar, and the robbers must surely
know that their time was come, for if
they showed at the door they would
be shot. I grabbed my gun from the
ground to stop our boys from firing.
Then I shouted above the noise of the
flames, "Come out and throw up your

A.Mbu :intlieppej3
iTllustrationa bu
Ellsworth Young
,

e

SYNOPSIS.
PART ONE.
CHAPTER I The story opens with
Jesse Smith relating the story of his
birth, bis early lite in Labrador and of
the death of hia father.
CHAPTER IT Jesse becomes a oailor.
His mother marries the master of the
hip and both are lost In the wreck of
the vessel.
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy
In Texas.
CHAPTER IV He marries Polly, a
elnger of questionable morals, who later
Is reported to have committed suicide.
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
and moves to British Columbia.

at the ferry-housvVniBKers, since
the Honor made his wound worse,
lurched groaning around the shack. At
Bull
the first glint of dawn,
to take out the gag and lie down, then
went to the door himself.
It's a pity that Dale, our leader, a
sure fine shot, has a slight cast in his
near eye, which throws his lead a
little to the right. That's why, when
Whiskers went to the door, Dale's bullet only whipped off his left ear. Instead of being grateful, Whiskers
skipped around holding the side of
his face, with remarks which for a
poor man was extravagant The shot
made Bull bolt courageous behind the
stove; to look for a bandage, he said,
while Ginger and the greaeer sat up
on their tails looking sort of depressed. Not one of the four was
happy on finding that they'd bottled
themselves in the cabin instead of taking my advice and clearing for the
States.
"Prisoner," said Whiskers, dolesome,
holding his poor ear, "you can talk to
your friends acrost the river?"
"Why, certainly, Captain.'.'
"What way?"
"Signaling."
"Cut the catgut, Colonel."
So Ginger cut me free.
"Show a white flag, General," said I.
So Ginger waved a paper on a stick,
and Dale replied with a white scarf
from his neck.
When I walked out, the boys acrost
the river gave three cheers, but I was
halted from behind before I'd got far
sideways. "Now," says Whiskers,
"signal, and pray that you won't bo
tempted to send erroneous messages."
"Remember," Bull shouts, "I can
read Morse. No fooling."
"All right Mr. Brooke," I called
back, "then I'll use semaphore."
I heard Whiskers in tears directing
his two youngsters to put Mr. Brooke's
head in the meal sack, and sit hard
on top. So I began tosignal, explaining each word to Whiskers.
Swim.
"That" says I, "means
'Dale.'"
Pool. "That's fool,'" says I,
he don't give the answer."
Below. "That's 'Hello.'"
Rapids. "That's 'Hello' again."
"You lie," says whiskers, miserable,
through his teeth. "You made six letters."
"Sorry," says I, "it got spelt wrong
first time."
Float. "That's 'skunk,! says I, "because he's a polecat not to answer me."

hands!"

They came, poor fellows, and I made
them prisoners, marching them down
to the ferry.
CHAPTER

X.

claim

tradition?"
"Yes, sir."
"Sit down. Cyrus Y. Jones." The
other stockman was sworn. "You are
representative of certain stock associations and submit proof? Right
You claim certain cattle alleged to be
stolen, and found in possession of the
prisoners? Right You submit photographs identifying certain of these
cattle and evidence of theft And you
thousand dollars' reoffer twenty-fivward for recovery of the stock. Pay
that money into court and take my ree

ceipt

"Prisoners, you are charged in your
s
own country with
robbery-under-arm-

and homicide in various degrees. Do
you or do you not wish to prove your
innocence?"
The prisoners scratched their heads.
"Marshal," said the magistrate, "I
don't know what my powers are in
this matter, but it's evident that the
less red tape there is the sooner these
men will get the Justice they rightly
demand. I don't want them. Give
me a receipt and engage what men
you need for escort duty. You, Mr.
Representative, give me your receipt
for the cattle. Now clear out, and
get to the States before you're interofficials.
fered with by any
Constable, hand over your prisoners.
"Mr. Dale and Mr. Smith, will you
trust me as magistrate to make a fair
division of this reward? All right.

your lady from us as a sort of keep
sake. Goodby, partner."
"Goodby, friend.''
"Adios," said the Mexican.
"Vaya
usted con Dios!" And the English of
that is, "May you ride with God!"

&-

vkp-eare- d

One-quart-

one-quart-
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XI.

Billy O'Flynn.
Kate's Narrative.
Jesse is cruel to young O'Flynn.
Perhaps he is justly, rightly cruel, in
gibing at this young cowboy, taunting
him until the lad is on the very edge
of murder. "Got to be done," .says
Jesse, "I promised his father that I'd
break the cold until he's fed up with
robbers. So Just you watch me lift
the dust from his hide, and don't you
git gesticulating on my trail with
your fool sympathies." Billy does
not suspect that the tormentor loves
his victim.
My heart aches with his humiliation. His mother is my cook, not a
princess, as the boy's pride would
have her. Hie father was one of the
most dangerous leaders of the Rocky
Mountain outlaws, so there the lad
saw glory, and I don't blame him. But
all the glamor was stripped away
when Jesse tricked O'Flyna and his
gang into surrender, handed them
over to justice, and showed poor Billy
his sordid heroes for what they really
were. His father has been hanged.
That night the lad had come from
Hundred Mile House, with Jesse's
pack-traibearing a load of stores.
There was a dress length, music for
my dear dumpy piano, spiced rolls of
bacon, much needed flour and groceries, and an orange kerchief for
Billy. From his saddle wallets he produced my crumpled letters and the
weekly paper a Vancouver
rag.
Therein Jesse labors among tangles
of provincial politics, I gloat over the
cooking recipes of America's nice cuisine, and spare maybe just a sigh
over the London letter. Billy's porg
tion consists of
disasters and crimes, and the widow waits
ravenous for her kindling, bed stuffing, wall paper, and new pads for
her wooden leg. At ten cents that
paper is a bargain.
n

-

first-clas-

God-fearin- g

CHAPTER

Kate's Narrative.
At Hundred Mile House the long
table had been removed from the dining hall, the benches set back to the
log walls, and at the head of the room
an enormous Union Jack draped a
PART TWO.
very small portrait of Queen Victoria.
CHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes up th
Beneath was the chair, In front of it
narrative. Unhappily married she cona table set with writing materials and
templates suicide, but changes her mind
after meeting Jesse.
goes to Dale,
the Bible, while at one end the school-ma'ato Smith, and the other half to be
CHAPTER II Jesse rescues Kate from
as
looked very
her
husband who atdivided among you. Is that
clerk, in official black, with large red equally
tempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life
All
fair?
right, here's the plunder.
In the rapids.
of
bows like signals
distress.
Let's get the table in and dinner
On
Iron
sat
and
the
Dale,
Jesse,
right
offer
CHAPTER Ill-K- ate
ot
rejects
served. I'm famished."
Brand opera managers to return to the
myself, and all our posse, very ill at
So the court rose, a.d the dear old
stage and marries Jesse.
two
were
On
left
ease.
the
gaunt
evCHAPTER IV Their married life starts
American- stockmen, both wearing captain, having, I believe, broken
out happily.
statute in British Columbia juris
hats, while one had the star of a ery
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to th
United States marshal. Beside them prudence, asked all hands and the
pleadings of a composer to return to the
sat the general public, consisting of prisoners to dinner. "Of course," he
tage and runs away with him. She
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
an said afterward to Jesse, "I ought to
Tearful George, two ranch-handhouse. Is badly burned herself and rehave committed you and Dale to trial
Indian, and the captain's bulldog. for
turns home where Jesse receives her with
homicide, fined you all round for
open arms.
Wee James, the captain's grandson,
guns without a license, turned
using
at
sat
the
with
dog
first, but presCHAPTER VI Cattle thieves appear In
loose on a fat extradition
the
lawyers
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate to gre
ently he interrupted the court to say
to a place of safety. To hio Joy she case, and impounded the cattle to eat
me.
to
would
on
like
He
he
that
sit
TUS5
sat with considerable weight for so my grass at government expense. As
it is, I'll be hanged, drawn, and quar
small a person.
the
At Captain Taylor's entrance the tered by and politicians,for damned by
(Continued From Saturday)
jailed
thrashing
constable ordered us all to stand. At the press,And I missed
all the fun."
editors.
two
mountof
the
he
strangers
Bight
After dinner the crowd broke up
IL
and stared with
ed a single
little groups. In one corner the
into
CHAPTER IX.
After breakfast when Jesse had
growing wrath until they removed American officials were bargaining
to work, the widow came to me
their hats. Then, taking the chair,
men to gone
Mr. Dale for his Sky-lin-e
The Untruthful Prisoner.
In deep distress, leaning against the
he permitted us to be seated and or- with
with the prisoners and the cattle. door-posJesse's Narrative.
dered his constable to "Bring the ride the
twisting up her apron with
door stood Mr. Brooke, exBy
"With creditors, women, robbers, and
tremulous fingers her eyes dark with
aft"
prisoners
to
at
great
to
want
be
length
something
plaining
everything dangerous, you
dread. When I led her to a seat perHad our captives been washed and our
bored constable. At the head of
chuck full ot deportment and a whole
haps she felt my sympathy, for a
not have looked the
brushed,
they
might
was
long table Captain Taylor
lot tactful. Anything distractful or
flood of tears broke loose, and wild
so wretched or so guilty. Old O'Flynn,
me how difficult It was to find
screeching disturbs one's peace of
Irish mixed with her sobs. The
described by Jesse as Whiskers, with telling
a suitable nursery governess for Wee
mind, and Bends one's aplomb to
his head in a
possessed her bhoy avick,
bandage,
I
of
At
foot
the
the
table
James.
night-rider- s
blazes, just when a bear trap may
haunted him, dlvils was
in a gory handkerchief,
hand
his
right
Mexican
to
his in him
Baw the
whispering
happen at any moment. I traveled for
and the child was fey.
acushla,
looked so ill that he was given a seat unfortunate
all I was worth to put that widow bechiefplans for escape, His
e
went fey to his end
The Mexican, whose beautiful leather no doubt Then
Jesse
mind.
them,
and
joined
hind me,
compose my
and soft dark eyes reminded with a present of pipes, matches, and in the dreadful quicksands, her
dress,
brother-in-lawent mad in the black
Maybe I'd gone a mile before reme
sharply of the opera-houstobacco to ease the journey.
morse gnawed Whiskers because he'd
Indian
on the spears
hills,
running
seemed like a trapped wolf, only
Mr. Smith," said poor old O'Flynn,
abandoned the widow. He pauBed, and
of escape to the nearest "this yere Sebastian Diaz has been of the haythen, rest his sowl, and now
thinking
as I come surging along, he lammed
Billy! He was gone this hour. FierceBull Durham's swaggering
woods.
me over the head with a gun.
ly she ordered me out to search, for
was marred by obvious
gallantry
Yes, I was captured. They got my
she would take the southern pasture,
traces of a black eye.
so surely I would find him in the
gun, too, and marched me along be"Prisoners," said our justice of the
tween them. Old man Brown was
She feared that place; mutpines.
Guns.
on
hand
his
the
Bible,
peace,
laying
away, but as I'd left the scow on the
tered of fires lighted by no mortal
"What's that?" . asked Whiskers, "this book contains the only law I
hands. Yestreen a falling star had
Dear bank, the robbers were able to heaps suspicious because I couldn't know. I'm not here as judge or lawwarned her that she was to lose her
cross, and put the Fraser between me think of another word of four letters. yer, but as one of Her Majesty's offbhoy, and had I not seen that face
and rescue. That ought to have "Hell!" says I.
icers trusted to do the sporting thing,
In he windy last'night?
cheered him up, since It gave them a
"Quite right," sighed Whiskers, "to and to deal fairly and Bquarely with
SoolhTng the poor thing as best I
start of several hours toward safety, think of your future home."
three innocent men who have the
could, I undertook the search, glad
Dale signaled, Coming.
but instead of skinning out of British
misfortune to be charged with crime.
of an excuse to get away outdoors.
"Tell Dale," say3 Whiskers, and his You've only to prove to me that
Columbia, as I advised them with powPresently I came upon Billy perched
erful strong talk, they'd got to stop for bereaved voice kind of jarred me now, you're innocent, and I have power
on a root overhanging the depths of
breakfast on old Brown's beans and "we're just goin' to keep a gun at your to let you go free. But I warn you
the canyon. He was cleaning Jesse's
e
while we march up the trail, to tell the truth."
cussing most plenteous berifle, and I surprised him in a fit of
wife will be a
"Seems a square deal, Cap," said
cause ha wasn't there to cook hot If Dale's men fire, your
- Smithangry laughter.
Whiskers.
Tj.
biscuits?
l
'wSaSlSSSX
;
j.
"Billy," I shouted, "come In off that
"It is a square deal. Now, would
At that I Wagged my arms and sigAfter breakfast they wasted an hour
root before you fall!"
Hold-up- s
some
one
of
to
wet
have
"No
like
to
call
your
you
naled..
get
old
his
for
Whiskers,
paw
dressing
He obeyed with sulky patience at
and wondering whether they'd waste matching to Georgia. Kill man with countrymen as prisoners' friend?"
whims.
my
Smith."
looked
Widow
at
ware
Whiskers
If
'reproachfully
you miss,
one ofjny cartridges on me, or keep gun.
"Why are you not at work? What
thenf "all for My frfends. On that I You see if Dale squinted and missed, the United States marshal who de
are you doing with my husband's
to reproach. So I manded his extradition, and the
divulged a lot of etiquette out of my my widow was apt
rifle?"
for
of
associations
who
stock
"Allow
offsquint."
windage
added,
book. I told these misbegotten
"I'm at work," he answered sulkhis
for
body,
offered
rewards
fabulous
M Brooke Got Hurt on the Nose.
spring they'd been brung up all wrong,
ily then with an odd vaeueness of
"'"
Dale answered, "Yon bet your life I "dead or alive."...
or they'd have enough deportment to
"Wall," le" "drawled, "not exactly." with me these twelve year. He's oniy manner, "I'm cleaning the durned
make tracks. "Now," says I, "in the will."
...,".ii;iff:;:---v--."You other prisoners. Do you ac- a greaser "
thing."
Then I swung round facing the
land of the free and the home of the
Medio Sangre, senor!" said the
Being a woman, and cursed at that
brave you been appreciated, whereas cabin, and saw the barrel of my own cept this man as your spokesman?"
with the artistic temperament, I could
proudly.
if you linger here till sunup you'll be revolver just peering round the door.
"Si, senor."
'
But he's got the heart of a white not help being moved by this lad's
"That's all right" said Bill.
.
shot"
By its height ,from the ground I judged
extraordinary beauty the curly
"Prisoner O'Flynn, you are charged man. He s like a eon to me.
That made poor Whiskers still more that poor young Ginger was tne artist.
said Jesse, "to mal e
hair, skin with the dusty look
I'm
others
taken
I'd
proud,"
for
a
I
of
sort
you
wished
with
been
woman,
had
it
Bull,
what
assaulting
wondering
suspicious,
You of a ripe peach, the poise of easy
or
both
of
you.
your
Guilty
to
acquaintauce,
and
with
a
was
Smith
abetting.
Ginger.
projectaiding
heartraps guileful
fancy
are men, all right"
power and lithe grace, the sense he
ing. "Wants to get us up on the
"Well, gents," says I, "your umbrel- not guilty?"
men
hrd
the
"We
rich
that
gave me of glowing color veiling
fought
bench," says he, "that means ware las is in the hat rack. All aboard
"It's, a fact," said .Whiskers sadly,
t. rugged strength.
As an artist studies
traps. We'll stay right here, boys, for for Robbers Roost, and don't forget and all three of us v.ishes to say wronged us, them and their bree
I had observed very
a
- We put up a good fight.
sir!
model,
good
fciiuYes,
ourdrew
to
see
he
be
able
to
be
when
we'll
said"
whfifs got
the lunch."
daylight,
And we wouldn't have missed a mils closely the moods of Billy's temperaselves, how to save them cattle."
Whiskers wanted me into the cabin, self up to his full height "by recti
We tried- to force a lady to of that twelve years' trail. It wasn't ment.
"You're dead right, Whiskers!" says but I'd taken a dielike to catgut so j men!
His mother was right. That vagueour way to insult women, Mr. Smith."
1. "Hair on you!"
Ginger got orders to shoot me. At j?ive her husband away. She shamcu
You had to git that Information ness of manner was abnormal, and
But he being fretful with his wound, that I flared up. "Shoot," says I, "you U3. and we honors Mrs. Smun tor
orders his men to disable Brown's skulking cowards, scared to show your vl.aL she done. She told us to go to somehow," said Jesse, "and Mrs. the lad was fey.
'But why
you cleaning his
fiddle, and lash me up with catgut hoses at the door. Hold your off ear, '.aces. Yes, sir! We just owns up Smith forgfves you."
"That's off our minds, Mr. Smith." rifle?"
hat were guilty as lieu, as me o.s.
Moreover, when I was trussed, this Whiskers. Charge, you curs!" '
'It kicks when it's foul," he said
"Mostly known as Jesse," said my
Bull seen fit to kick me on the off
The chief came first, straight at me", way of showing our respect"
husband.
absently.
to
referred
chance, a part which ain't
"Gentlemen," Captain Taylor spoko
and seemed to climb over my foot on
"You're off hunting?"
Jesse. We bin consulting, and ve
la polite society, especially with a to his nose. Mr. Bull Brooke got hurt very gently. "I understand that you.
"Goin' to shoot Jesse, thet's all."
we'd
man
here
the
only
agree
you're
boot
wounds
in
two
to
pun
received
on the nose too, and I'd just time
O'Flynn,
"I'm sure," I said, "he cleaned it
"Brave man!" says I, and the rest hand the greaeer a left hander behind ishment, and that two o your com care to ask favors of."
'Look here," and I took
all
'I'm
yesterday.
friend,
your
right"
of theni robbers was so ashamed they the ear, before I went down on top
if we don't escape, we are the rifle to show him it was clean.
'Jesse,
ivicn
were
killed
u
rades
got me a gag.
by
us
rolled
of Whiskers, and the four of
"See," I put my little finger nail in
due to pass in our chips."
"Sorry," say I, "pity I won't be able in a
I learned when I was a avenged this a ffront Is that true?"
the breech while he looked down the
to
not
"I'm
you
help
escape."
going
to guide you to Brown's cigars. He sailor heap.
"It's a fact"
how to argue.
esbarrel. "Come," said I, and told him
haven't
our
"Wall, you
helped
'keeps a bottle, too."
"The verdict of the court is, 'not
my pile
I
Then
there was
dragging
struggled,
fl
that In my
so
as
to
far
"Where are they?" says Bui),
cape
any great extent,
of robbers off sideways, so that to guilty.'
a bottle of gun oil. The rifle was in
know."
"Gag Brooke," said I, for Bull went
"But prisoner, your confession
us covered with the gun, poor
my possession, safe.
Jesse chuckled.
by that name, "and I'll divulge the keep showed his red head in the nroves the richt of the settlers to
Ginger
"But I'm asking you to look iuuu-mThen he heard Jesse coming." Whist!
drinks."
settle
of
the
for
defense
doorway. It was his life or mine, yet organize
wife and my son."
Hide the gun!" he said, and as
"Gag Brooke," says Whiskers, cheer- when theshot rang out from across the ment until the constable could be
"I'll do that."
thongh we were fellow conspirators,
ing up a little, "pity he weren't born river, and I saw the lad come crashing brought to 'their help. All you settlers
"You'll save the boy from his fa- I placed it behind a tree, so that my
gagged."
of
Of
in
the
who
taken
sick.
have
sort
of
felt
capture
I
to the ground,
part
man saw nothing to cause alarm
ther's trade?"
So they, gagged Mr. Brooke, and
course that shot slackened the grip of these prisoners are engaged by the
Jesse came, it seemed in search ot
"I
reckon."
mounted him on sentry while they had
from
so I wrenced loose, province as special constables
thar."
"Put
her
Billy.
Brown's bottle of whisky and cigars. the three robbers,
struck hard, and jumped high, gain- the day you undertook service, until
And they shook hands.
I got some, too.
"Hello, Kate," he said in greeting.
ing the north wall of the cabin. When I give you your discharge. You will
we was riding," said "Say, youngster, when you sawed off
"Them
horses
Of course there denary,
I
as
across
on
a
the
direct
be paid
such seule
I turned round, our boys
the outlaw, "is for my Bon."
that table leg to make your mother's
range wolves reckoned my friends river were pouring hot lead after the
"Rudolph Schweiufurth."
"That's all right."
would wait for day before they atlimb, what did you do with the cas
door
was
the
and
dived
forward
came
marshal
as
The
robbers
through
they
"And one thing more. That Brooke ter?"
tempted tracking. Whereas Dale got of the shack. Ginger sprawled dead sworn.
has an eye on your good lady. He's
the lantern, found my paper trail, and on the
and my gun, six paces
"You are a United States marshal?"
CHAPTER XII.
your enemy from times far back in
guessed at the ferry. Before we en- off, lay doorstep,
in the dust The robbers were
"Yes, your honor."
Abilene. He'll I've to do you dirt.
tered the cabin, I'd seen the glint of
was
I
free.
and
"You submit proof?"
that lantern behind the rim of the disarmed,
Thar, I sort of hates to talk bo of
Expounding the Scriptures.
I called, "I want,
The marshal's credentials wfM one of my men, and I won't say no
bench, and I knew our boys trusted to "Say, Whiskers,"
LVOJnrjKiwtv.piJlJiX
s av a your lives, you and the greaser.
roe i"
thi robhers somehow down
d

Jesse's body? On tne surtaco
the rugged whimsical stockman, lazy,
with such powers In reserve as would
s
volcano.
Sing to
equip a
him and another Jesse emerges, an
inarticulate poet, a craftless artist, an
illiterate writer, passionate lover of
all things beautiful in art and nature.
And beneath all that Js Jesse of the
Sabbath, in bleak righteousness and
harHh respectability, scion of many
head of his
Smiths, the
house, who reads and expounds the
Scriptures on Sunday evenings to
sullen Billy, the morose widow, and
my unworthy self.
When we knelt, the widow still sat
rigid, and with her wooden leg
scratched out upon the
vague
outlines of a gallows. Afterward she
explained. "Yer husband, Mrs. Smith,
bad cess to him, is mighty proud av
his spectacles, phwat he can't see
through and all, and showing off his
learning and pride av a Sunday."
"But why draw gallows on the
5

"'Say, my hands being hurt, will you
Just reach into my off hind pocket?
That's right There's a gold watch.
Take it, my time's up. Give that to

blood-curdlin-

floor?"
"And why for should I not draw
gallows on the flure, seeing; he'll never

It's hung he'll be for a
the fatherless and the widow,
and burn he will afther for a Protestant Yis," she flashed round on her
son, "feed buttermilk to thim calves,
and hould up yer head alladh, 'cause
you inherit glory while he's frying!"
Away from the widow's hate and
her son's vengeance, I led my man
out under the stars. I gave him his
cigar, that black explosive charged
with deadly fumes, lighted him a sulphur match. It soothes his passions,
and the pasture scent makes him
gentle, but when I fear my grizzly
bear, and hardly dare to stroke, I lead
him by the keen silver spring, across
the hollow where our flowers would
make a devil smile, and on through
the wild rose tingle, to my cathedral
pines. Tonight he seemed suspicious,
even there, biting off tags of the vindictive Psalms. Nor would he sit under the father tree until I sang to
drown?

him.

"What do you want?" asked Jesse
then, all, the rancor gone.
"JesBe, do you know that it's nearly
a year since we married?"
"Ten months, Kate, and fourteen
days. Do you think I don't rackon?"
I sat down on the root of the little
governess tree,' the humblest In the
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blood-staine-
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lie-cau-
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step-uncl-
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ear-hol-
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half-bree- d

red-gol- d
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"Whist!

If
Hide the Gun," He Said.

J"5s3r Hiativ i spotet)?

fe-!;-y

to hia sense Zt fear. lie.
chuckled softly.
"Why, Billy daresn't say good morning to my pinto colt. lie was bucking plentiful today, and me spitting
blood before I got him conquered-NoJust you leave me to tama cclta
and cowboys."
"Take him away, JeEse, dear.'
'He bin making love to yon, Kate?"
My heart stood still, and to my
Jealous husband silence means consent. Then the hypocrite In me
sighed, and Jesse, flinging away hi
an oath that Billy
cigar stub, said with
should be on his- way to Vancouver
by daybreak.
Yes, Jesse is hard to manage, but
presently he remembered about the
check, which made him for the first
time in his life feel rich. He's too
rough when I let him love me.
I bad to do up my hair in the
dark, though the fireflies offered the
dearest little lamps. Besides a little
jealousy is good for Jesse. I should not
like to see his love go hungry.
Last night Jesse came home from
Vancouver, and it being Sunday evening, he read and expounded th
Scriptures to the amazement of the
three new ranch hands.
Afterward, the night being cold,
Jesse had his cigar beside the stove,
while I sat on the low stool so that
the fumes might rise above my unworthy head.
"The widow believes," I said, "that
her boy will get rich In the city."
"I got Billy a job."
Jesse's face looked very grave.
"At a grocery," he added.
I sighed for the romantic lad, conan apron behind the coun
demned
ter.
"And the young hawk flew off."
"I'm glad!"
"Ye see it's this way, Kate. He'a
shying heaps at Ashcroft, the first
town he ever seen, where there's ft
bit of sidewalk, electric lights, and
waitresses. I had to kiss the fluffy
one to show him they don't bite.
"He's willing to start to work aa 3
millionaire, but don't feel no toly
for groceries. So in the end, he
runsaw"ay,' out "of tflal fryTEgpaluT ttK
the wall, the rest ain't clearly known,
although the police has & clue. lit
seems my wolf cub leads some innocent yearling astray down by the harbor, said victim being the crimp fromt
a sailors' boarding housa. To prove
he's fierce, Billy has a skinful of mixed
drinks, and this stranger Is kind
enough to take him to see a beautiful
English bark which Is turning loose
for Cape Horn. Seems the ship takes,
a notion to Billy, and the captain politely axes him to work. He's been
shanghaied."
"Oh, it's awful!"
"Wall, maybe I'm a fool, Kate, but
seems to be that this young person
had to be weaned from running after
a woman, before he'd any chance to
be a man."
w

la-de- ed

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
POSTMASTER

DEMOCRAT

Minneapolis, Kan., June 18. Jhis
city now has a new postmaster, Geo-Barker, who was recommended
Guy Helvering and ap
pointed by President Wilson, having
taken charge, succeeding Louis Pick- reil. President Taft's appointee. Mr.
Barker for years has been a farmer
near Minneapolis, and has also been
an auctioneer. He leaves the farn
and surrenders the title of "colonel'
Mr. Barker
to become postmaster.
announces that there will bo a complete change in the personnel of the
employees, but Mr. Pickre'l will remain for a short time to teach the
new people their work.

grove. "In the Bible, dear, who was
the son of Jesse?"
"David, of course."
"Do you remember, dear: for I
have provided a king among his
sons'?"
s
He looked away across the
misty depths of the canon, and
the moonlight caught his profile as
though it were etched in' silver. "A
mighty valiant man," he whispered,
'prudent in matters, and a man of
war."
"Jesse, I've got such a confession
to make. When you settled Mr. Trevor's estate "
"His estates were debts, and we
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
paid 'em. There ain't no need to
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
fuss."
refund
money If 1
Tablets.
Druggists
You paid the debts. You were
E. W GROVE'S
sighard driven to meet the interest on tails to cure
nature ;s on each box. 25c.
your mortgage."
That's paid off now. Besides we've
a clear title to our land, mother's PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
gravestone's oft my chest, we don't
Your druggist will refund money
owe a cent in the world, and there's
if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
nary a worry left, except I'm sort of
sorry for them poor robbers. Why any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
fuss?"
or Protrding Piles in 6 to 14 days.
"You earned six thousand dollars, 50c.
at goodness knows what peril. I let
you still imagine that you were poor."
FOR A WEAK STOMACH
We got plenty wealth, Kate, wealth
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
Take
enough for for David."
"I wanted you, Jesse, just you, I enable the stomach to perform its
wanted poverty because you were functions naturally. For sale by ail
poor. I have been content and now dealers. Adv.
you've won the capital to free the
ranch, to buy a thoroughbred stallion,
WHOOPING COUGH
to stock the place."
"I have used Chamberlain's Cout-,lThat's so."
Jesse, under my dear father's will, Remedy every since 1 have tcoft
I have seven thousand five hundred
keeping house and I consider it ona
dollars a year."
ever
of the best medicines I liwo
"A what!"
all" used it
havo
children
used.
My
"I'm a rich woman, dear. I've been
a charm for told.!
saving my income, and there's ten and it works like
thousand dollars for you at the bank." and whooping cough. In fact, I conSo I gave him my check, which he sider it good for any kinsl of a throat
receipted promptly with a kiss. He or lung trouble, and do not tMnk snv
is so rough, too.
household complete without St." wrK.s
Then we discussed Improvements,
To-.C. Haines, of M3r1mry, Aia.
A bunch of East Oregon horses, three L.
tin-before
while
ycu
a
look
will
good
s
to handle our stock, a man
to run the Sky-lincontract an irri- a letter preparation than Chs"-lr!n'- s
Coush Remedy for wl.U on-gated corn field, and winter feed, two
Chinese servants, bo many 'must whooping coush la children. It
haves' that we waxed quite despond' tains no narcotic and is
pleasit
ent over ways and means. Jesse must
salo by n'l dealer? A iv
For
take.
thus
on
and
to
Vancouver
business,
go
after much preamble 1 came at last
Siiitars or bites of !
to the point.
followed by Kweni'i-i"Take Billy with you."
p"f
"But if I go, he's got to look after should be tre.i-r'- j
"M.T
nre ..nWeririis.
the ranch."
"You preach at Billy," I said, "you f.i.Vi V.ii'VT
KVn:
in hvi'U UHii:;-p!:pray at him. Remember hes wild as cr.c. roc on a
thun-drou-
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Kegular dance tonight at

-- Adv.

n
X

th-I7t-

o'clock

25c
$1.00
25e

.j...

25c

-

25c
25c

For MONDAY
TUESDAY AND

MASONIC

LODGE WILL
GRAND
OFFICIATE AT PRIVATE SES-SIOIAT THE GRAVE.

WEDNESDAY
20

After Jthe private lodge services
Special $12.95 will buy all wool
or worsted suits worth $15. $18 and have been held in the hall 6f Chup-ma$20. Come in and have a look. Tallodge, the funeral
procession
chert's Clothing Store.
will form and proceed to the chapel
of the Las Vegas Undertaking comCharles Cassidy of Mora, who re- pany to escort the body to St. Paul's
cently underwent a surgical operation church, where the beautiful service
at St. Anthony's sanitarium, is re- of the Episcopal church for the burial
of the dead will be conducted by the
ported as getting along nicely.
Rev. Jesse S. Moore, with appropriThe Ladies' Aid Society of the ate music by the church choir.
From the church the body will be
First Christian church will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with escorted to the Masonic cemetery by
Mrs. William Harper, 423 Tenth the grand lodge and there interred
'
with full Masonic honors.
street.
The service at the church will be
Manuel Marteniz was arrested yes- open to all, as well as that at the
terday by Chief of Police Ben Coles grave, to afford an opportunity of
on the charge of drunkenness and paying the last tribute of esteem
disorder. His trial was set for July, and respect to one who during his
lifetime enjoyed the highest confiwhen Judge Murray will return.
dence and regard of his fellowmen,
The Buen Tiempo club will give a and when called away was summoned
dance tomorrow night in the Com- as he ever wanted to be, in the dismercial club rooms. All members of charge of his duty like the soldier he
the Buen Tiempo and members of the was and had lived, and when giv'ng
Commercial club and their ladies are great pleasure to those under his
wnom- - he was asso
cordially invited to attend this dance. care and wita
ciated.
The active pall bearers will be
That the Fourth of July is rapidly
as
follows: Dr. W. r Mills, worshown
was
tnis morning.
approaching
The "display
window of the Baily shipful master of Chapman lodge No.
Curio store was filled with fireworks, 2, A. Pi and A.vM.; Paul Brenigar, actand every youngster in the city made ing high priest of Royal Arch chapa special trip to town to see the ter No. 3; George H. Kinkel, eminent
commander of Las Vegas Command-erbright works.
No. 2, Knights Templar; Dr. H.
The boxbalj game that was played M. Smith, former associate in manat the Y. M. C. A. last night between agement of the New Mexico Hospital
the Business Men and the Directors for the Insane; jjaniel Stern, member
resulted in favor of the .Directors, of the board pt trustees of the New
who won by 50 points.
The game Mexico Hospital for the Insane; Wilwas fast and was greatly enjoyed. liam J. Lucas, grand lecturer of the
The highest score maae during tne Masonic Grand Lodge of New Mexico
evening was credited to the shark-- during Mr. Ward's term as grand
of the alleys, Walter Burns, with 177 master. The names of the honorary
points. The highest Individual aver- pall bearers will be announced
age was credited to Rev. J. L. Imhof,
with 153. The high score still be
longs to Scotty Smith with 214 to his
credit and he hold3 the highest aver- CHACON 18 ACCUSED
age wit 170. The next ame will be
played next Saturday night between
OF COURT CONTEMPT
the Seniors and the Directors. The
standing of the teams is in the
order:
Students, Seniors, ARTICLE THAT APPEARED
RESanta Fe's, Directors, Business Men.
CENTLY IN LA VOZ IS BASIS

m

Discount Allowed

ON ALL RUGS

Cn ALL LACE CURTAINS.
AND CURTAIN NETS
ON

ON

of New Mexico.

this f ruit is Extra Pine

1

WARD

at S:02

Finch's Golde Wedding rtye, aged
the wood. Direct from the distilAn emergency communication of
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course. the Grand Lodge of A, F. and A. M.
Adv.
of New Mexico will be opened oy
Most Worshipful Grand Master MarBulgarian neckwear at 35c; else- ine R. Williams, in the hall of Chapwhere you will pay more money. See man lodge No. 2, A. F. and A. M.
our window
Talchert's in the Masonic temple tomorrow aftdisplay.
ernoon at 2:15 o'clock, for the purClothing Store.
pose of conducting funeral services
Everybody is requested not to for according to JIasonic rites and usget the band concert that is to be ages, for the late George W. Ward,
given tonight at Lincoln park by the who was past grand maBter of tne
Greater Las Vegas band,
grand jurisdiction of A. F. and A. M.

$1-0- 0

r

If,

In

J5.50

pounds Sugar
18 pounds Sugar
-- -8 pounds New Potatoes
Coffee
4 pounds good
4 cans Extra good Baked Beans
"
3 cans good Corn
3 cans String Beans
Monarch Fruits, peaches, Plums, Apricots, per can
100

automobile lamps
this evening.

Try a dram or cia Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

loth
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F. B. Hal!

FUNERAL SERVICE

ALL BRASS AND METAL
BEDS AND CHILDREN'S
CRIBS '
ANY
BOARD

BUFFET
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SIDE-

AND CHINA
CLOSET
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boxes any 10c Crackers
boxes Macon!, Vermacil'd,
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25c

...wk- -.

25c

Spaghetti

1 box W. E. Soap
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bars W. E. Soap
boxes Starch
1 nound W. H. Baker Cocoa
1 pound W. H. Baker Chocolate
.
10 pounds Pure Lard
5 pounds Pure Lard
3 pounds Pure Lard
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$3.00
25c
25c
40c
35c
$1.45
75c
50c
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THERE IS NO UE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
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Highest In Quality Delicious InFl vour
Insist on "Hunts'"

if

you

wnt

the hignest

quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS
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CRYSTAL BUTTER
IS MADE
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GROCER.

ITS AT I S F I E S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
mar.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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MORE BUNCO EVIDENCE
San Francisco, June IS. 'following
a report from St. Louis that "Chlto
Ravisro, lieutenant of the San Fran
cisco bunco ring, had made a complete
confession in that city of relations
with policemen in this city, which In
volved Arthur McPhee and Charles
Taylor, now on trial, the district at
torney wied to Chief of Police
Young of St. Louis today to have
Ravigo sent back here. He is wanted
as a witness in the cases against the
policemen.
W. A. Mundell, a private detective
employed by the police commission to
secure evidence of the connection between members of the force and bunco
men, Is in St. Louis and is said to
havte obtained the confession from
,
Ravigo."
Ravigo was extradited from San
Francisco to St. Louts last February
to answer charges of swindling,

WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES

nions
S "; Bunches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes
rr-pt-

1

"j

.

Green Peas
Summer Squash
Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets

Turnips

Senior class

Y. M. C. A.

f
8

o'clock.

NOTICE.

East Las Vegas, N. M., June 17,
From this date I will not be
responsible for any accounts contracted by my wife.
1913.

Adv.

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers
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THElSEHTIIAL
SATURDAY

J. J. RAFTERY.
PLAIN

FACTS

That Potter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and refreshments than you can. Let vrn
quote you prices on any number of
people.

THE POTTER

CA.NDY CO.

IS THE LAST

DAY

OF

01)8 SEDUCTION

SALE

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

.GREENBEPGER

C. de Baca, editor of La Voz Del Pueb
lo, is said to have told the committee

that he had nothing to do with the
aiticle.

THE- FAMOUS
-

AN UNEXPECTED
NUMBER
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 18.
An unexpected feature In the program
today of the National Press Association of Americca, In session here,
was an address this morning by W. H.
Lauck of Colorado
Springs, Colo.,
county agriculturist. He emphasized
the Importance of
of the
newspapers and farmers, and declared that the best way for editors to

help themselves was by promoting the
interests of agriculturists In their districts. His address was followed by
a general discussion .and the regular
program for the day.
FIND BODY

IN

RIVER..

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
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PORCELQIO
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It
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s durable as porcelain and
no more expensive than while

enamel
A LARGE SHIPMENT

A

JUST RECEIVED

Reliable tee Serving Refrtgeretor a.t a.
Moderate Cost

Line Today
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local

Agents- -

Another BaurgaJn

OFFER on splendid up
right piano, used short time. Call
and see It, 508 Main avenue.
US

F. M. Che con, associate editor of
La Voz Del'Tueblo, a Spaush paper, FOR RENT Five room cottage
hi'il.
Phone Purple 5301.
published in East Las Vegas, tomorrow will ')'3 required to answer to a
Subscribe for The Optic.
charge of contempt of court Yesterday a committee appointed recently
by Judge David J. Leahy to investigate a certain article which appeared
fn La Voz Del Pueblo on June 7, re-
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For price and terms see

-
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The Investment and Agency Corporation
-

GEO. A. FLEMING,

Pres. and Mgr..

THE OLD RELIABLE

SANITARY!

I BAKERY GgODS

,

The fine residence of J. K. Martin, No. 1005 Grand Avenue,
has been phced in our hands for sale at a very low price owing
to the family leaving the city.

ruts musr be sold

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

ported that the article tended to make
its writer chargeable for contempt.
The report stated the article appeared not only to be an attempt to influence the court but to bring it into disrepute and lessen respect for the judicial tribunal and impede justice.
Th committee making the report is i
composed of S. B. Davis, Jr., William
J. Lucas and A. T. Rogers, Jr.
The article referred to made men j
tion of the trial of Ramon Garcia on
the charge of murder and the civil
suit of Dr. H. M. Smith against the
board of trustees of the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane. It stated
without qualification that at the re- ;
cent term of court guilty republicans
were let off without punishment and
innocent democrats punished. It as
N
serted that Ramon Garcia, who was
found guilty of murder in the second
degree for the killing of Gabriel Galle- gos at San Jose early in May, is a
democrat, and intimated that he
would have received different t:at- ment had he been of other political
faith.
The article also intimated that Dr. li
Smith would not have received judgment in his favor in his suit against
the asylum board had it not been that
he Is a republican.
Chacon was arrested last night and
to appear
released on his ar
in court tomorrow morning. It is
stated that Chacon has taken the re
sponsibility for the alleged contemptuous article. Lieutenant Governor E.

ii

See-Ou- r

Leavenworth, Kan., June 18. Word
was received here of the finding in
the Missouri river, near Sugar creek,
of the body of Adolph Bretschneider,
who lost his life in the river near
Kickapoo island March 22. Bret
Schneider was duck hunting and attempted to row across the river In
a blinding snowstorm. His frail craft
struck a snag in midstream and sank.
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TOMORROW

at the

DAILY SUCH AS
Gieen and Wax Beans

Radishes
Lettuce

-

MARKED IN

PLAIN FIGURES

FOR ACCUSATION

-

ARRIVING

EVERYTHING
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Fruits in Season
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STRAWBERRIES lAND
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Gross,

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

Sole Agents
C.O.BOUCIIER
niON'E MAIN 4 and 24
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